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The maturity of the WMS market anchors the positioning of top-tier providers. While there is

minimal positional movement and few new vendors in the Magic Quadrant, innovation

continues. Supply chain technology leaders can use this research to understand the current

state of the WMS market.

Market Definition/Description
This document was revised on 10 May 2019. The document you are viewing is the corrected

version. For more information, see the  Corrections

(http://www.gartner.com/technology/about/policies/current_corrections.jsp) page on

gartner.com.

Gartner defines a warehouse management system (WMS) as “a software application that helps

manage and intelligently execute the operations of a warehouse or distribution center (DC).”

WMS applications offer capabilities such as receiving, put-away, stock locating, inventory

management, cycle counting, task interleaving, wave planning, order allocation, order picking,

replenishment, packing, shipping, labor management and automated materials handling

equipment (MHE) interfaces. These systems natively exploit mobile devices along with bar code

and, possibly, RFID scanning/sensing to form the transactional foundation of a WMS. This

enables efficiencies of directed work activity and the delivery of accurate information in near

real time. Gartner includes integrated functionality — what we refer to as extended WMS

capabilities (see “Apply an Architectural Framework to Stratifying Warehouse Management

Systems”) — as components of a WMS evaluation. These include labor management, slotting,

yard management, voice picking, parcel manifesting, value-added services, light

manufacturing/kitting and third-party logistics (3PL) billing. We do not consider stand-alone

solutions in these areas as part of this research.

The overall WMS market breaks down into five types of vendors, the first three of which are

covered in this Magic Quadrant:

Application megasuite vendors: These vendors offer broad portfolios of applications across

most application categories (e.g., back-office financials, human capital management,

customer relationship management, customer order management, manufacturing, enterprise

resource planning [ERP] and supply chain management [SCM]). Infor, Oracle and SAP are

considered megasuite vendors with WMS offerings.

■

http://www.gartner.com/technology/about/policies/current_corrections.jsp
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WMS Market Considerations

All solutions in the WMSs Magic Quadrant support basic core WMS capabilities (see “Apply an

Architectural Framework to Stratifying Warehouse Management Systems”). Many also support

various levels of extended WMSs. Core WMS capabilities are the basic functions of receiving,

put-away, storing, counting and picking, packing, and shipping goods. Extended WMS

capabilities are value-added capabilities that supplement core functions, such as labor

management, slotting, yard management and dock scheduling. Beyond functionality, there are

additional considerations that influence the positioning of WMS providers within the WMSs

Magic Quadrant (see “Explore These Macro Factors Influencing the Warehouse Management

System Market Before Your Next WMS Buy”).

While a very mature market, WMS offerings continue to differ in areas like usability, adaptability,

intelligence, scalability up and down market, and life cycle costs. Furthermore, customers

increasingly favor supply chain suites that can support end-to-end logistics process

SCM suite vendors: These vendors offer a holistic WMS plus a portfolio of two or more

applications focused primarily on SCM. These can include aspects of logistics (e.g.,

warehousing, transportation and global trade); supply chain planning (SCP); customer service

(e.g., order management and omnichannel management); or sourcing and procurement, but

not other functional areas such as financials, CRM or human capital management. While

these vendors might offer a variety of SCM solutions, they do not necessarily offer an

integrated platform (although some do). Vendors in this category include JDA, Körber

Logistics Systems-HighJump, Manhattan Associates and WiseTech Global-Microlistics.

■

Specialist WMS suite vendors: These vendors are independent software vendors (ISVs) that

focus primarily, but not necessarily exclusively, on holistic WMS suites. In addition to WMSs,

they might offer additional, complementary, capabilities, but these remain a modest

percentage of their business. Vendors in this category included in this Magic Quadrant are

Generix Group, Made4net, Reply, Softeon, Synergy Logistics, Tecsys and Vinculum.

■

Independent WMS component vendors: Not covered in this Magic Quadrant, these vendors

are specialized ISVs that focus exclusively on offering stand-alone components that can be

used to supplement a WMS. Examples of these components include workforce/labor

management, slotting optimization, parcel management, yard management,

dock/appointment scheduling and warehouse control systems (WCSs) (see “Warehousing

and Fulfillment Applications and Technologies Vendor Guide”).

■

Materials handling equipment/automation vendors: Not covered in this Magic Quadrant,

these vendors primarily focus on providing the electromechanical aspects of large-scale,

automated warehouses. Many of these vendors also offer some WMS capabilities as part of

their portfolios of products. We do not cover MHE or engineering firms as part of this

research, regardless of whether they offer a packaged WMS application. This is because

these firms do not typically offer their WMSs to the market independent of their MHE

solutions.

■
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orchestration. Gartner refers to these areas as supply chain (SC) convergence (see “Unify End-

to-End Supply Chain Processes With Supply Chain Convergence”). In previous years, the most

compelling issues that positioned vendors in the Leaders quadrant were the breadth and depth

of their WMS offering, and the vendor’s and product’s ability to handle the most complex

warehouse operations. While this remains valid for the most sophisticated operations, we have

witnessed a bifurcation in the WMS market between the high-performance, complex and

sophisticated end of the market and the mass market where “good enough” functionality is

“good enough.” This is not because companies chose to sacrifice functionality. It’s because,

globally, the preponderance of warehouse operations are Level 3 or below, and these

warehouses do not require, nor would they normally use, the most advanced functionality.

This bifurcation finds that there is a very clear market for high-end WMS solutions where

feature/function and performance are critical and cost is less of an issue. This makes for a

healthy, although smaller, market for high-end, functionally robust WMS solutions aimed at

complex and sophisticated Level 4 and Level 5 operations. Conversely, there is another market

where other factors, like ease of use, reliability, service and support, good-enough features, and

lower cost of ownership, dominate. This is a very large WMS market for what Gartner’s

stratification model would call Level 2 and Level 3 warehouse environments. These types of

companies could be served well with any good WMS, and they would be satisfied by a

megasuite-vendor-provided WMS or a less functionally robust ISV WMS offering.

Although functionality remains at the top of the list of user evaluation criteria, there’s near-

functional parity for core WMS capabilities across WMS providers. Given the mature state of the

WMS marketplace, a combination of the following vendor and product topics affects the

position of vendors in this year’s s Magic Quadrant:

The vendor’s market understanding, and its vision for next-generation WMSs and supply chain

execution (SCE)

■

The vendor’s proven track record of commercializing, delivering and deploying innovations to

the market

■

Investments to address total cost of ownership and customer time to value■

The adaptability of the WMS’s technical architecture■

The long-term viability of the vendor and product, given the long life span of WMSs■

Current and projected growth of both revenue and total number of clients■

Market awareness, name recognition and reputation■

Product or vendor differentiation■

Integration with other applications, and support for cross-functional process orchestration■

Deployment model options (e.g., on-premises/cloud or multitenant SaaS)■
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The following factors affect the WMS marketplace and also influenced vendor positioning in

this year’s WMSs Magic Quadrant:

Ability to translate business goals and objectives into specific WMS functional requirements■

The ability of the vendor to employ new investments to deliver enhanced business value■

The vendor’s ability to sell, implement and support global deployments■

The vendor’s ability to deliver value through service, support, consulting and training■

The vendor’s openness to, and support of, an ecosystem of partners■

The vendor’s offering of tools and technologies to facilitate implementations and support■

Customer experience (primarily from customer references and Gartner customer interactions)■

SCE convergence (a seamlessly integrated SCE orchestration platform)■

Global reach: The marketplace for WMSs is becoming more global, with more Gartner WMS

inquiries coming from companies either domiciled in or with operations in emerging markets.

Consequently, for this Magic Quadrant, we had more stringent inclusion criteria related to a

vendor’s global presence. This also affected the inclusion and positioning of vendors.

■

Viability: Business and product viability, which is always a concern for buyers, has increased

in importance, given the higher concern for risk and the longevity of investments. This affects

smaller vendors that might have robust WMS products but a current size that influences their

viability rating.

■

Innovation: We continue to place strong emphasis on innovation and thought leadership.

Furthermore, since SCE convergence is a compelling next-generation best practice, this

weighed heavily as well. However, these changes do not mean that vendor capabilities

necessarily deteriorated from previous years. Rather, the factors that influenced certain

items, such as innovation, caused scores to change. For example, five years ago, cloud was

more of a distinguishing characteristic of innovation, but, as most vendors developed cloud

strategies, the influence of cloud diminished.

■

Implementation: More emphasis continues to be placed on a vendor’s ability to successfully

serve its customers with solid products, along with strong service and support. We now look

beyond the robustness of a vendor’s implementation methodologies, putting more emphasis

on investigating if vendors currently do or plan to offer technologies embedded within their

products that facilitate implementations and support. Also of importance is the strength of a

vendor’s ecosystem of partners that can enhance its ability to serve customer wants and

needs. While it is important for vendors to have their own strong internal delivery, customers

prefer vendors with ecosystems of partners so they can alternatively source services if or

when needed.

■
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Magic Quadrant
Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Warehouse Management Systems

Intelligence: Since their inception nearly 40 years ago, commercial WMSs have principally

focused on warehouse task execution, and there was rudimentary (if any) intelligence built

into most solutions. Indeed, there was value in capabilities like wave planning, task

interleaving and basic descriptive analytics. However, given the high-velocity, increasingly

complex and demanding business environments most companies live with today, this is not

enough. More emphasis is now placed on looking at a vendor’s current capabilities and

roadmap to support the intelligent warehouse of the future. Consideration is given to

capabilities such as use of predictive or prescriptive analytics, tools to better engage with

employees, and a vendor’s capabilities and roadmap for exploiting technologies like machine

learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI).

■

Employee engagement: Cost reduction through improved productivity has long been the

focus of investing in a WMS. While cost will always be a consideration, a growing number of

companies now tell Gartner that one of their biggest concerns is lack of labor availability. The

bottom line in established economies is that labor has become a constrained asset, and

companies are struggling to find, onboard, reward and retain employees. Consequently, more

emphasis is now placed on looking at what vendors are doing to address employee

engagement. While all WMS vendors can handle basic task execution, only a few focus on

enhancing the role of users.

■

Automation: Materials handling automation is not new, but it has historically been limited to

very large, complex warehouse operations where the high cost and long payback times could

be justified by significantly reducing labor. With the explosive emergence of mobile robots

and newer forms of automation, many more companies now have the possibility of

supplementing their workforce with automation. More consideration has been given to a

vendor’s ability to support robotics today and its roadmap to support them in the future. We

look beyond just the ability to integrate transactionally with robots, considering also the

vendor’s support for warehouse execution systems (WESs) (see “Revolutionize Automated

Warehouse Operations With Rapidly Evolving Warehouse Execution Systems”).

■
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Source: Gartner (May 2019)

Vendor Strengths and Cautions

Generix Group

 Generix Group (https://www.generixgroup.com/) (Generix), headquartered in Paris, France,

provides a portfolio of SCM solutions and two WMSs, as well as transportation management,

logistics order and replenishment management, and electronic data interchange (EDI). Generix’s

focus was primarily in Europe until its 2016 acquisition of Sologlobe (now Generix Group North

America). Approximately 41% of Generix’s $94 million in revenue is based on WMSs. Of its 550

employees, 297 are focused on WMSs. Although Generix serves customers throughout the

world, 72% of its WMS customers are based in Europe and account for 90% of its revenue.

Outside its home geography, 20% of its customers are in North America, with the remainder

https://www.generixgroup.com/
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fairly evenly distributed in other regions. The vendor’s largest market remains in France, where it

has more than 100 customers.

Roughly 80% of Generix’s WMS revenue is from consumer products manufacturers, retail and

3PL. Historically, 3PLs represented the vendor’s largest customer segment, with retail a close

second. Most of its 3PL customers serve either consumer packaged goods (CPG)

manufacturers or multichannel retailers. Clients range from small, cross-docking operations to

large, complex retail operations across multiple continents.

Generix offers two distinct WMS solutions: Generix WMS and SOLOCHAIN. Generix WMS, with

its 25-year history, is deployed across approximately 800 warehouses. SOLOCHAIN is a

contemporary WMS and manufacturing execution system (MES) solution with nearly 50

customers in Canada and the U.S. Generix now offers the integration of Generix WMS with

SOLOCHAIN as a new platform, Generix Supply Chain Hub. This supply chain execution and

visibility platform also includes a transportation management system (TMS), order

management, tracking and trading partner collaboration portals to connect with suppliers,

customers, carriers and 3PLs. Generix continues to actively sell each WMS separately, with the

new customer split about even between these solutions.

Generix’s preferred deployment method is SaaS/cloud, using a recurring subscription pricing

model. It claims that more than 90% of its new contracts are now SaaS, but only 25% of its

existing customers are deployed on the cloud.

Generix WMS is most often used in Level 2 and Level 3 warehouse operations, but it can scale

to Level 4 and Level 5. However, it lacks a warehouse control system of its own for the more

automated Level 5 warehouse operations. All of Generix’s sales and implementation resources

in Europe are direct, as are approximately 75% of its resources in other regions. Approximately

10% of its overall implementations involve a partner.

Strengths

Generix has a strong European presence, especially in France, but it is growing in North

America with nearly one-fifth of its business outside its home geography.

■

Its SOLOCHAIN offering is well-suited to combination manufacturing and warehouse

operations because it offers a seamlessly integrated WMS and MES offering. This goes

beyond simple transactional integration and addresses complexities of process integration

between the warehouse and the shop floor.

■

Within SOLOCHAIN, Generix offers powerful tools to facilitate, accelerate and enhance

implementations, and provide ongoing support. Its Application Designer provides a model-

driven architecture and back-office capabilities that document every client interaction in the

application.

■

Generix has developed a 2D warehouse mapper to visualize locations and routes, and a heat

map based on inventory and location data. It has also developed a 3D-gaming-like tool that

aids WMS end-user training and accelerates multisite rollouts.

■
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Cautions

HighJump

In August 2017, Körber acquired  HighJump, (https://www.highjump.com/) which is now

managed under its division, Körber Logistics Systems. Körber Logistics Systems incorporates a

number of companies, including two WMS providers with their own independent WMS and

multiple WMS solutions — HighJump and inconso. HighJump has three WMS solutions; inconso

has one; and DMLogic provides serialization and track-and-trace capabilities to complement

WMS solutions. There is some differentiation among the four solutions, but there is also

significant functional overlap. HighJump and inconso continue to operate as separate

companies, but they are evaluating synergies in sales and implementation capabilities. This

WMSs Magic Quadrant maintains a focus on HighJump and its various WMS offerings.

However, consideration has been given to the impact of the Körber acquisition on the vendor’s

longer-term prospects.

HighJump has approximately 442 employees focused on WMSs and more than 1,219

customers spread across its three WMS offerings. Most of HighJump’s revenue (75%) continues

to come from North America, with around 25% of its revenue now generated internationally

(approximately 40% from Europe, 40% Asia/Pacific, 15% from Latin America and 5% from other

regions).

HighJump has three distinct WMSs — Warehouse Edge, Enterprise 3PL and Warehouse

Advantage. HighJump Warehouse Edge is targeted specifically for small and midsize

businesses (SMBs). Its largest industries are wholesale distribution and consumer products,

The vendor has mature and growing cloud/SaaS “first” offerings and services.■

Generix straddles the line between Gartner’s definition of a full SCM suite provider and a

focused WMS suite ISV. It offers several complementary products to WMSs, such as TMS and

other capabilities.

■

New WMS customer growth is modest, but this is partially due to the merger of Generix and

Sologlobe, which better positions the vendor for growth in North America.

■

Generix continues to sell, support and develop two WMSs that serve the same markets.

Prospective customers should consider the impact of a possible WMS consolidation, and

current customers should develop migration strategies with Generix over the next five years.

■

Total R&D spend is modest (around 13% of revenue) compared to leading WMS vendors in

this Magic Quadrant, which compounds the challenge of supporting two competing WMSs.

■

Although Generix is strong in consumer goods, retail and 3PL, and has a compelling approach

with manufacturing, it does not own a market.

■

Given Generix’s size, scope of operations and growth goals, resources could be constrained.■

https://www.highjump.com/
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while also experiencing growth in retail/e-commerce. HighJump Enterprise 3PL is specifically

aimed at midsize to large 3PL providers, covering consumer products, apparel and cold chain. It

was designed from the beginning to address the multitenant (customer) needs of 3PL

companies, with specialized capabilities for things like service-level agreements (SLAs),

customer profitability and billing. HighJump Warehouse Advantage serves the midsize to large

enterprise WMS market. It has a reasonable spread across a number of industries, but its

strongest verticals are wholesale distribution, retail, e-commerce and consumer products.

Gartner estimates that there were approximately 460 Warehouse Advantage customers, 526

Warehouse Edge customers and 203 Enterprise 3PL customers through the end of 2018.

Warehouse Advantage primarily fits Levels 3 and 4, with some presence in Level 5 operations.

Warehouse Edge is best-suited to Level 2 and Level 3 warehouse operations, and Enterprise 3PL

warehouse management primarily fits Levels 3 and 4, with some presence in Level 5 operations.

Strengths

Cautions

HighJump Warehouse Advantage’s technical architecture allows customer-specific changes

to be made at the business-logic level with no changes made to the underlying source code,

which protects the customer’s upgrade path. More than half of customer references cited this

as one of their top three reasons for choosing HighJump. They continued to say this is the

most intrinsically customizable WMS product, and they cited this as the primary reason they

selected the vendor.

■

Although the vendor offers three distinct WMS solutions, it is pursuing a homogenization

strategy with its HighJump One Platform. It is beginning to standardize things like the user

interface and build add-on solutions that can integrate with any of its WMSs.

■

The vendor pioneered the HighJump App Station, a unique approach to packaging customer-

and vendor-developed innovation. All new functionality is not immediately added to the base

product. Instead, some is offered separately to those customers that wish to download it as

an app.

■

For its SMB-focused offering, Warehouse Edge, HighJump has active partnerships and

integrations with popular SMB ERP solutions, prepackaged connectors for Acumatica,

QuickBooks, Microsoft Dynamics/D365, NetSuite (cloud ERP/CRM), Sage and SAP Business

One.

■

HighJump has a strong technology vision and is Microsoft-centric, taking advantage of

contemporary Microsoft technologies. It continues to innovate, as evidenced by its HighJump

Essentials — supply chain applications offering even further functionality and insights into

operations and resources. These applications leverage open APIs to allow these solutions to

be stand-alone or substrata for other applications. This is also exemplified by most of its

supply chain products, including all three WMSs, providing a common user experience.

■
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Infor

 Infor (http://www.infor.com/) is now the third-largest application provider, with more than $3

billion in global revenue. Its supply chain management portfolio is composed of a number of

SCM-related applications. Various degrees of SCM are also embedded in or integrated with

several of its ERP solutions. Infor SCM products range from supply chain planning applications

to supply chain execution, which includes warehousing, labor management, 3PL billing and

transportation. Infor continues to make progress selling Infor SCE, now known as Infor

Cloudsuite WMS to both existing Infor customers and new ones. Customers have a range of

deployment options including on-premises and, recently, multitenant cloud. About 40% of its

new WMS deals involve existing Infor ERP customers, and 60% are with net new customers.

Körber Logistics Systems continues to sell and support four WMS offerings across two

divisions. Prospective HighJump customers need to clearly define their current and future

requirements to ensure they select the most suitable WMS for the long term. Although

HighJump’s common underlying technical platform for its WMS enables it to upgrade some

common functionality for customers across all three WMSs, many features are built on

different logic and will not fit this approach.

■

Given the highly adaptable nature of HighJump’s WMS, customers should foster strong

governance and develop strong internal technical resources that understand the vendor’s

product at the technical level. Although HighJump has invested in adding service and support

capacity, enhanced its service delivery methodologies, and grown its partner ecosystem,

customer references continue to rate its technical support below average due to challenges

supporting highly customized environments.

■

HighJump’s supply chain convergence strategy has been indistinct and trailed many of the

other vendors in this Magic Quadrant. This was temporarily exacerbated by Körber’s

acquisition of HighJump. However, Gartner is seeing the emergence of more aligned strategic

SCE capabilities such as voice, simulation and WCS as a result of acquisitions.

■

International customers considering a Körber WMS should realize that Körber has mapped its

product portfolio sales by geography. HighJump’s business remains primarily in North

America (75%), but it is rapidly growing its international presence. HighJump sells all three

WMS solutions in the U.K. and throughout mainland Europe. The company recently

established a U.K. office with a services and support team based in the U.K. and Germany. In

continental Europe, inconso’s WMS has a strong presence, especially in the DACH region.

Companies outside North America that are considering HighJump should carefully evaluate

resource availability — for both the vendor and third parties.

■

Although customer references hailed customization of Warehouse Advantage as a strong

attribute, prospective customers must have strong governance processes in place to control

and minimize customization. Gartner finds that excessive customization, irrespective of how

it is performed, can negatively impact aspects of service and support by both the customer

and the vendor.

■

http://www.infor.com/
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Gartner estimates that the vendor has around 1,200 SCE customers. Roughly 65% of its

customers are international (34% in Asia/Pacific, 21% in EMEA and 10% in Latin America).

Around 65% of its implementations now involve partners.

Infor continues to enhance existing functionality and expand its extended WMS capabilities,

such as multitier serialization and, more recently, yard visibility and production line fulfillment.

SCE also exploits Infor’s horizontal investments in enabling technologies. It takes advantage of

capabilities like Infor Intelligent Open Network (ION) for integration and open APIs, dashboards

for performance management, and Infor Ming.le for social collaboration and contextual

analytics. Infor will be adding advanced analytics from Birst and AI from Coleman. The vendor is

looking to exploit the network-centric capabilities of Infor Nexus (formerly GT Nexus) to provide

a new approach to managing the control and flow of goods across multienterprise,

multilocation networked supply chains.

Infor has more than 5,000 installations across 59 countries, with its strongest vertical markets

being 3PL, retail/grocery, healthcare and distribution. SCE has been deployable as single-

instance dedicated cloud for some time; however, in April 2019, Infor released a true multitenant

cloud, branded Infor Cloudsuite WMS.

Infor SCE is most often used in Level 2 and Level 3 warehouse operations, but it is making

inroads toward more complex Level 4 and Level 5 environments. Infor also offers Factory Track,

with over 1,000 customers, which is fundamentally an automated data collection (ADC) solution

bundled with various ERPs. It provides simplified Level 1 and Level 2 warehouse capabilities for

customers that do not need the depth of capabilities in Infor SCE.

Strengths

Infor SCE is a viable option for a high percentage of the company’s large ERP customer base.

It is a good fit for organizations seeking a reasonable WMS provided by a single vendor with

global support capabilities. Infor SCE, however, is not limited to Infor’s ERP customers —

about one-quarter of its new customers remain stand-alone WMS buyers.

■

Infor is one of the stronger WMS vendors internationally, with deployments in 40 countries

and more than half its business outside its home base of North America. It is particularly

strong in Asia, with more than one-third of its customers in this region. Its top three countries

for customer installations are the U.S., China and Japan. It also has a strong global presence

of direct and indirect sales, and both centralized and local support, giving it an edge in many

emerging market deals.

■

The vendor’s cloud vision, strategy and solution management processes are some of the

strongest among WMS providers, although it is just moving to a true multitenant version of

SCE.

■

Infor has a unique approach to supporting extensibility, which it calls Mongoose. It allows

end-users to make changes referred to as “no code” enhancements, as well as a “full code”

option that allows technical people to make more advanced application changes. This

■
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Cautions

JDA

 JDA (http://www.jda.com/) is the largest independent SCM suite vendor, with over $1 billion in

sales. It offers a broad catalog of SCM solution suites that includes WMSs, transportation

management, supply chain planning, merchandising, workforce management and retail planning

solutions. It is gaining market momentum across its diverse solution portfolio and across

geographies. Approximately 48% of its WMS customers are based outside its home geography

of North America. It has 51 partners globally, with 18 in North America and the remainder

distributed around the world. JDA also has both direct and partner sales, and implementation

resources in all regions.

approach helps address the continuing need for WMS applications to be “customized” to

handle unique customer requirements — something that has been problematic in other

multitenant cloud WMS deployments.

Although it is nascent, the vendor’s vision of a virtual networked WMS with the intersection of

SCE with InforNexus (formerly GT Nexus) is unique and highly differentiated.

■

Infor SCE takes advantage of and benefits from Infor’s broader technology investments, such

as Birst for analytics, Coleman for AI, and ION for integration between Infor and external

applications. Its notable user experience continues to enhance the basic UI and add 3D Visual

Warehouse.

■

Infor SCE currently lacks the overall functional breadth and depth of WMS market leaders. It

is most competitive in Levels 2 and 3 warehouses, but so far has fewer customers in Levels 4

and 5 warehouses. Infor continues to invest in extending Infor SCE, especially exploiting

some of its technology investments to build a broader and more technically contemporary

SCE suite.

■

At the corporate level, Infor stresses its industry CloudSuite differentiation, but, so far, there is

little tangible evidence of notable verticalization of SCE.

■

The vendor provides multiple WMS-like offerings, such as Factory Track for simple Level 1

operations and Infor SCE for more complex (Level 2 and above) operations. Customers must

clearly stratify their warehouse operations before evaluating both offerings to ensure the

proper solution is chosen.

■

Midsize enterprises make up most of Infor’s ERP customer base, yet it is striving to move

upmarket to compete in more complex WMS deals. Questions remain about its ability to

address the functional and service requirements of the higher-end market extensively. This

approach could preclude it from pursuing strategies to improve usability, reduce

implementation complexity, lower total cost of ownership (TCO) and accelerate time to value,

which are more important in the SMB space.

■

http://www.jda.com/
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JDA had multiple WMSs and two primary offerings — JDA Warehouse Management and JDA

Dispatcher WMS. However, since 2006, JDA has been pursuing a WMS convergence strategy,

focusing investment in net new capabilities and merging functionality from Dispatcher WMS on

top of the JDA Warehouse Management technical platform. As a result, this research only

evaluates the JDA Warehouse Management offering. In addition to continuing R&D focus on its

core application suite, JDA has launched a new product strategy, known as Luminate, to extend

its core offerings. Broadly, Luminate features SaaS-native applications such as Luminate

Warehouse Tasking that reflects this approach.

JDA has 888 customers across its WMS offerings. For nearly three decades, JDA has worked in

some of the most complex warehouse environments, and it continues to focus primarily on the

higher end of the WMS market. JDA Warehouse Management is most often used in Levels 3 and

4 warehouse operations, where the functional robustness of the WMS is valued by customers

who are more sophisticated and complex. However, it can scale from high Level 2 to Level 5

operations, where it has a large number of highly automated customers.

Strengths

Customer references continue to cite the breadth and depth of JDA Warehouse Management

as best in class and the principal reason they selected the vendor’s offering. JDA has a large

installed base of demanding, complex and sophisticated customers, and it has a long track

record of delivering WMS solutions for some of the most complex warehouse operations.

■

JDA has a diversified WMS customer base — its 888 customers are spread across 19 vertical

industries. However, it has notable strength in 3PL, food and beverage, consumer products,

retail, and pharmaceuticals, which, combined, represent nearly 70% of its customer base. It is

also growing in other business areas, like wholesale distribution, grocery and automotive.

■

JDA now has a strong ecosystem of consulting and implementation partners. Some,

particularly in North America, have deep technology experience and expertise in JDA’s WMS.

■

Of independent WMS vendors, JDA’s WMS provides some of the strongest support for and

integration with manufacturing processes. In addition, it provides embedded support for

lightweight manufacturing execution activities. Capabilities include multiline production

scheduling, tracking component-level inventory attributes in a multilevel bill of materials,

streamlining line setup and execution, and managing raw materials (including backflush and

scrap).

■

JDA offers strong related products, such as workforce (labor) management, labor forecasting

and scheduling, traceability, and performance management within its WMS portfolio. As part

of JDA’s Intelligent Fulfillment offering, it has strong technical integrations with TMS and SCP.

JDA’s strategic commitment to MuleSoft is providing some enhanced integration capabilities

both internally, to other JDA offerings, and externally, with third-party solutions.

■

JDA has a compelling SCM convergence strategy, which it refers to as Intelligent Fulfillment.

JDA is now enhancing and evolving its supply chain convergence strategy with its Luminate

■
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Cautions

Made4net

 Made4net (http://www.made4net.us/) is a small vendor of WMS and related SCE solutions. The

company was founded in 2005. Made4net’s SCExpert Suite includes transportation, delivery

management, yard and labor management, and WMS, all running on a single common technical

platform. It is headquartered in Hackensack, New Jersey, with offices in Herzliya, Israel, and

Shanghai, China. It has about 85 employees focused on WMSs and approximately 560

customers, and it continues to grow rapidly. Made4net supports all deployment methods, with

the majority of its installed base on-premises. About 20% of its existing customers are now on

cloud, and about 25% of new deals are using the cloud. Made4net actively promotes private

cloud and multitenant SaaS, which accounts for the majority of its recent sales growth. About

55% of the vendor’s deals are sold direct, but about 45% of its deals are now sold and delivered

by just under 40 resellers. Made4net currently has resellers and customers in over 30 countries.

Over 70% of its business is outside North America, spread fairly evenly across all geographies.

While its annual WMS revenue was below the inclusion criteria threshold, Made4net qualified

because of its strong four-year customer and revenue compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of

platform vision, but this will take several years to manifest completely for warehousing.

Migration and upgrade strategies for legacy JDA WMS customers could be complicated by

the Luminate platform vision being pursued across JDA. For existing customers, this

transformation may require organizational considerations in terms of evolving support

models, but could allow faster and less risky adoption of net new functionality.

■

With the transition to and expansion of JDA’s SaaS-native offerings, JDA will introduce some

complexity in the management of SaaS native deployments for customers choosing to adopt

them.

■

JDA’s SMB WMS strategy is to use partners to deliver an SMB-focused iteration of its

standard WMS. Although it has enhanced some areas to address simplification, it remains a

complex application, and JDA has not yet delivered some of the simplification and

implementation tools other vendors have added to their offerings.

■

JDA’s strong SCE convergence vision was hampered by the previous acquisitive nature of

JDA, which made this approach an integration, not a platform strategy. While JDA’s Luminate

platform vision is intriguing, this could further extend the time scale to achieve seamless end-

to-end convergence that spans functional domains.

■

JDA’s cloud strategy was principally a hosting/managed service approach, but it is now

moving to Microsoft Azure for all cloud solutions. Existing cloud customers should expect

JDA to coordinate a migration, and new customers must monitor the maturity of Azure WMS

deployments. Prospective cloud customers should diligently study the service-level

agreements and JDA’s commitments if problems occur.

■

http://www.made4net.us/
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around 22% for new customers and WMS revenue at over 40% CAGR. Its three key industries are

3PL, retail and wholesale distribution, with significant numbers of customers in consumer

products, e-commerce, food service, apparel and automotive. Made4net’s strength has been in

the SMB WMS marketplace. Forty-five percent of its customers would be considered simple, but

it is beginning to move upmarket with over half of its customers now in more complex

operations. More than 25 of the latter are in automated environments. The vendor spends a

quarter of its modest revenue on R&D and, given its focus, gets a strong return on investment.

Made4net offers a light version of its WMS called Small Business Edition, which has a low entry

price and rapid implementation that can be easily transitioned to the full WMS as companies

grow. Consequently, it is most often used in Levels 1, 2 and 3 warehouse operations (82% of

customers), although it can scale up to Levels 4 and 5 (18% of customers).

Strengths

Cautions

Made4net’s customers are largely Level 2 and low Level 3 warehouse operations (66%), which

is an area neglected by many vendors. However, it is not limited to this end of the market and

has customers from Level 1 to Level 5. It has designed its product, go-to-market and

implementation strategies with this focus in mind.

■

Made4net continues to grow rapidly and globally for a vendor of its size, with a CAGR of more

than 40% during the past four years. This validates its go-to-market strategy and processes

for building a strong ecosystem of partners and resellers. Made4net has a strong, Microsoft-

centric service-oriented architecture (SOA) technical platform that is well-suited but not

limited to SMBs with built-in services like a rule engine, event management and APIs for

integration. The company has also built user-manageable extensibility tools.

■

Made4net has a compelling international go-to-market strategy and sales track record. Over

70% of its business is international outside its home geography. It has customers in more

than 20 countries and can deliver its applications in 20 different languages.

■

Made4net has some SCE convergence, with six product categories (i.e., WMS, yard

management, labor management and three transportation solutions) on a common technical

stack. The vendor is now venturing into support for automated materials handling with its

own warehouse control system and through partnerships with some of the emerging robotics

companies.

■

Made4net has a robust, cost-effective and rapid deployment implementation methodology

that is well-suited to the needs of SMBs, where it claims it can do a rapid implementation in

as little as six weeks. Its system is designed to provide a platform that supports user-

personalized deployment, with features like screen generators, interface configurators and

operational workflows.

■

The vendor’s relatively low turnover viability and a possible change in ownership are

considerations for WMS buyers, but there is no indication, at this time, that this change is a

■
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Manhattan Associates

 Manhattan Associates (http://www.manh.com/) has been in business for 28 years. It is the

second largest supply chain suite provider, with projected 2018 revenue of nearly $600 million. A

supply chain suite provider is defined as a vendor that offers and has customers across three or

more SCM application categories (i.e., plan, source, make, deliver, service). As of December

2018, it has approximately 2,787 employees globally, with a presence in all regions. It serves

more than 1,200 customers in more than 50 countries with a combination of company-operated

sales and support offices as well as partners around the world.

Manhattan Associates offers a broad portfolio of SCM solutions that comprises three different

WMSs, transportation management, omnichannel management, including distributed order

management (DOM), supply chain planning and supplier enablement. Its open-system platform

offers all of the above-mentioned capabilities on a single technical platform, with all functional

capabilities sharing a UI, data model and common tools (such as a rule engine) across the suite.

WMSs continue to be Manhattan Associates’ largest product category in terms of both total

revenue and number of total customers. Omnichannel is a rapidly growing category, and

Manhattan Associates has grown to a position of strength at the high end of the market. Its

three distinct WMS offerings — Manhattan SCALE, Warehouse Management for IBM i (WMi) and

Warehouse Management for Open Systems (WMOS) — are targeted at different markets.

Manhattan SCALE, which is based on a Microsoft technical platform, caters to the SMB and 3PL

possibility.

Made4net qualified for inclusion in this Magic Quadrant based on its rapid compound growth,

but it has a small number of employees (85) focused on warehouses, and this could stretch

resources. Prospective customers should monitor resource availability.

■

Made4net sells and implements with its own resources as well as through resellers.

Prospective customers must vet the reseller as much as (if not more than) the vendor.

Likewise, customers with multisite rollouts that span the territories of the vendor’s resellers

should work proactively with the vendor to mitigate any potential sales or implementation

channel conflicts.

■

Although Made4net’s WMS can scale to larger, more sophisticated customers, most of its

customers are strongest in SMB. Larger customers with more complex warehouse operations

must be diligent in evaluating resources.

■

Made4net’s WMS was historically sold and implemented primarily as an on-premises

application, but now about 25% of its new customers are using the cloud. It leverages the

Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud platform. However, given Made4net’s small size,

customers must still evaluate its cloud service capabilities and SLAs. The vendor has a solid

track record supplementing the ERP offerings of megasuite vendors SAP (Business One),

Sage and Microsoft. However, customers of these offerings must still perform the proper due

diligence around integration and interoperability.

■

http://www.manh.com/
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WMS markets. WMi caters to customers that prefer the reliability and ease of operation of the

IBM i platform. WMOS caters to sophisticated, complex and often highly automated warehouse

environments.

Although Manhattan Associates is global, the majority of its total revenue (80% in 2018) comes

from the Americas, with 19% coming from Europe and Asia. The highest percentage of its

international customers use its SCALE offering, where 53% of customers are outside the U.S.

These are fairly evenly split between Europe and Asia, with a smaller presence in Latin America.

For its WMOS offering, roughly 42% of its customers are international. For its WMi offering,

approximately 15% of its customers are international. Manhattan Associates targets SCALE for

independent Levels 2 and 3 warehouse environments. At these levels, usability, ease of use,

implementation and support — combined with comparatively lower cost of ownership — are

critical. Warehouse Management for IBM i is most often used in Levels 3 and 4 warehouse

operations, but can scale from high Level 2 to Level 5 operations. WMOS is most often used in

Levels 4 and 5 warehouse operations, but it can scale from Level 2 through Level 5.

Furthermore, with its store inventory and Hub Management offerings, Manhattan Associates

can scale down to Level 1 and low Level 2 operations.

Strengths

Manhattan Associates offers three discrete WMSs that distinctly serve the needs of three

diverse warehousing environments. Its SCALE product is aimed at midsize enterprises

(MSEs), WMOS serves complex and sophisticated large enterprises, and its specialty solution

WMi serves customers who favor the IBM i computing platform.

■

WMOS offers industry-leading depth and breadth of both core and extended WMS capabilities

that are especially well-suited (but not limited) to high-complexity and sophisticated e-

commerce and multichannel commerce warehouse operations.

■

Manhattan Associates offers industry-leading workforce management capabilities. It is

enhancing its Manhattan Labor Management capabilities with existing tools for labor

reporting, planning and forecasting, and emerging tools for employee engagement.

■

The vendor has developed componentized architecture with its move to microservices, which

it has already delivered for its Active Omni solution. Key parts of WMSs are now in the new

architecture with more in progress.

■

With WMOS, Manhattan Associates has a compelling vision, with a strong existing technical

platform for next-generation SCE convergence. It is on the forefront of developing and

delivering capabilities within WMSs that exploit emerging technologies such as robotics and

Internet of Things (IoT) with its embedded WES and enhancements to its user experience

with its mobility applications. It is also enhancing decision making via embedded analytics,

machine learning and AI.

■

Manhattan Associates is extremely focused on and continues to dominate in multichannel

retail at the high end of the market. It is one of the few vendors to address multichannel

■
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Cautions

Microlistics

 Microlistics, (http://www.microlistics.com.au/) headquartered in Melbourne, Australia, is now

part of WiseTech Global, an Australia-based global supplier of cloud-based business solutions

for logistics execution. WiseTech Global has integrated Microlistics’ solutions with its

CargoWise One platform. Microlistics will, however, continue to operate as a stand-alone

business unit of WiseTech Global. Microlistics has approximately 90 customers and 59

(omnichannel) commerce on a single platform, with strong offerings in logistics (WMS and

TMS), DOM, store operations, and high-volume and high-velocity e-commerce fulfillment.

Manhattan’s new license and subscription revenue as a percentage of total company revenue

is lower than the market average, which makes it more reliant on service revenue than most

of its competition.

■

The vendor has a reputation for higher TCO than many of its competitors. This is largely

related to its higher-end offering, WMOS, which typically carries a higher service composition

due to the complex nature of its typical warehouse customer. Also, these customers tend to

have more users, so, while the total cost might be high, the price per user might be lower than

average. Its SCALE offering’s TCO is more in line with competitive offerings.

■

With increasing subscription revenue, Manhattan Associates views a stronger subscription

mix as positive, despite the pressure it puts on reported revenue for cloud. Although it claims

that around 50% of new deals are cloud, so far the vendor has a modest number of deployed

cloud WMS customers.

■

While global, Manhattan Associates is strongly focused on North America, with 64% of its

WMS business in this region. Its global go-to-market strategy varies by solution. SCALE is

sold the most internationally across a direct sales model in some markets and with an

indirect go-to-market approach in emerging geographies. EMEA business and customer

growth is improving for Manhattan Associates, with head count up 18% in 2018.

■

SCALE is purpose-built for midsize or smaller warehouse operations. Most of Manhattan

Associate’s other offerings, such as its TMS and DOM, are targeted at sophisticated and

complex environments, and are only available on a different technology platform. However,

now that SCALE, DOM and TMS solutions are available as SaaS options, this is less of a

barrier than previously, with a number of new customers reporting no issue when adopted in

that manner.

■

Although Manhattan Associates has a notable presence and diverse customer coverage

across industry verticals for WMSs specifically, it has not exhibited a compelling vertical

industry strategy beyond retail. It continues to add industry-specific capabilities to WMSs,

such as sequencing in automotive, track and trace in pharmaceuticals, and various

capabilities like billing for 3PLs.

■

http://www.microlistics.com.au/
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employees. Microlistics’ founders have deep, long-term expertise in providing software and

consulting services focused on logistics and warehouse management. Microlistics is growing

and expanding internationally. Around 60% of its customers are currently in Australia, 15% are

across other parts of Asia, 15% are in Europe and, so far, 10% are in North America, where its

customer base is growing. It is currently one of the emerging WMS offerings focused in Asia

and the Middle East, and is especially well-suited for 3PLs in these regions as well as cold

storage and hazardous goods operations. Microlistics also has offices and a presence in the

U.K., the Netherlands and the U.S., and has implemented customer sites in all these locations.

The vendor qualified for the Magic Quadrant as a supply chain suite provider. It exceeded global

sales targets, with over 20% of its revenue outside its home geography.

The vendor’s WMS is built on a strong and flexible technical platform that has core WMS

capabilities and some extended capabilities. Microlistics is typically focused on the SMB market

but has seen more growth from larger clients in the last 12 months. The vendor’s WMS is best-

suited to Levels 2 and 3 warehouse operations, but it can scale up to low Level 4 and sometimes

Level 5.

Strengths

Cautions

Microlistics is particularly strong in the Asia/Pacific region, especially Australia and New

Zealand. However, it is also expanding into Europe and North America, and now has several

customers in these regions.

■

Microlistics, now part of WiseTech Global, is part of a large (over $160 million), global supply

chain suite provider that has 8,000 closely aligned customers. These customers have the

potential to provide a foundation for growth through cross-selling.

■

Microlistics has a strong 3PL offering, and its activity-based costing 3PL billing engine is

flexible and robust. Also notable are its analytics capabilities.

■

Microlistics offers four templated configurations from its single WMS platform — Enterprise,

Chilled, 3PL and Express — and offers value-added capabilities such as workforce and

resource management.

■

Microlistics standard WMS has strong cold storage capabilities not often seen in this strata

of WMSs. Examples include catch weight, variable weight and scan weight, as well as

temperature capture/product segregation and comprehensive batch/lot/serial/shelf life

management functionality.

■

Microlistics’ Express WMS is a preconfigured version that can be rapidly deployed in 30 days.■

Technical and implementation resources remain quite limited, given Microlistics’ potential for

growth. A bit more than half its 59 employees are dedicated to consulting and support, and

are still mostly based in Australia. However, WiseTech Global has over 100 technical

resources in Chicago, which it plans to utilize for WMS projects in North America.

■
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Oracle

 Oracle (http://www.oracle.com/index.html) is headquartered in Redwood Shores, California.

This Magic Quadrant focuses exclusively on Oracle WMS Cloud, which it obtained in late 2016

with its acquisition of LogFire. Oracle continues to offer other WMS solutions such as Oracle E-

Business Suite (EBS), JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Advanced WMS and Oracle Retail WMS. Oracle

WMS Cloud is the Oracle-branded evolution of LogFire’s WMS, which is a pure multitenant cloud

WMS. In the background, we consider the strategic and market implications of all the vendor’s

various WMS offerings, but only rate the Oracle WMS Cloud because it is positioned as Oracle’s

primary go-forward product. Oracle WMS Cloud is now integrated with Oracle’s other cloud SCM

offerings as well as integrated with NetSuite as the preferred WMS for NetSuite customers with

moderately to more complicated warehouse operations. Integration with Oracle Retail is

planned within the next 12 months.

Oracle has one of the most aggressive SCM cloud strategies and one of the more mature

offerings, but other WMS vendors are catching up. Oracle’s cloud SCM portfolio includes Oracle

Inventory Management Cloud for basic materials management and Level 1 warehouse

functionality, as well as other cloud solutions for order management, manufacturing,

transportation and sales. Although Oracle WMS Cloud is integrated with these solutions, it is a

separate product. Oracle’s product strategy is to maintain WMS Cloud as a separate product so

that it can be deployed and integrated with non-Oracle ERP and SCM applications while also

providing integrations between WMS Cloud and other Oracle offerings. Oracle WMS Cloud is a

true multitenant SaaS/cloud WMS (single instance of software supporting multiple customers

but with segmented/isolated data by customer). A single-tenant deployment option is also

available for customers that demand this option.

Microlistics grew partially due to customer intimacy, which is a high-touch service model.

WiseTech conversely has long had a near-zero service model, with partners doing the vast

majority of sales, implementation and service for its customers. Customers must watch how

the service model evolves due to the disparate nature of WiseTech’s and Microlistics’

traditional approaches and be prepared to seek alternative support arrangements. However

Microlistics has not indicated any plans to change the current model.

■

For its size and global aspirations, Microlistics’ partner ecosystem has been limited but will

increase with the WiseTech Global offices and partner network.

■

WiseTech Global has long been a cloud solution provider and operates three sophisticated

data centers around the world. However, cloud remains immature for Microlistics, with only

about 30% new customer adoption so far. Currently, its cloud offering is dedicated cloud (one

instance per customer) based on either a subscription or traditional licensing model.

■

Although WiseTech’ s acquisition of Microlistics offers significant opportunity for expansion,

prospective users must continue to validate any potential changes in deployment approach

and pay attention to potential changes in pricing structures.

■

http://www.oracle.com/index.html
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Oracle’s customers are well-distributed internationally, with roughly 60% of customers and

revenue outside North America. Gartner estimates that 40% of its customers are in North

America, 35% are in Latin America, 16% are in EMEA and 9% are in the rest of the world. Gartner

estimates that Oracle now has over 300 Oracle WMS Cloud customers, having added around

100 new customers in the last year. Oracle claims that 88% of its WMS Cloud customers are in

Levels 3 through 5 warehouse operations, with a heavy emphasis on automated facilities. Oracle

asserts that its separate Oracle Inventory Management Cloud product is its solution for Level 1

facilities.

Strengths

Cautions

Since Oracle’s acquisition of LogFire, Oracle WMS Cloud’s international presence has grown,

with 60% of customers outside of North America. It continues to hold a dominant presence in

Latin America, where 35% of its customers are concentrated.

■

For cloud WMS offerings, Oracle has one of the strongest ecosystems of partners, with 20

trained and ready for WMS implementations from small boutique to large global

consultancies.

■

Oracle goes beyond just running the application in the cloud. It has aggressively committed to

cloud strategically and operationally across its application portfolio, which is now augmented

with Oracle WMS Cloud. It also addressed the ongoing operational services, such as

upgrades, that add to long-term benefits.

■

Oracle’s WMS Cloud technical architecture is differentiated. Oracle now supports a platform

as a service (PaaS) layer that exposes most WMS capabilities via REST APIs, which provide

the ability to build custom applications integrating with Oracle WMS Cloud. Similar APIs are

available across Oracle’s SCM Cloud products, enabling customers to build converged

applications and integrations that span Oracle Cloud products/modules.

■

Oracle WMS Cloud has been historically strong in fulfillment-intensive industries, notably

retail and consumer goods, which represented over 35% of its customers. However, it

continues to expand its industry reach into multiple verticals.

■

Cloud maturity has provided Oracle more experience and success addressing the needs of

complex Level 5 warehouse operations. Buyer sensitivity to having a business application

running in a multitenant cloud talking to mission-critical materials handling automation

installed in remote distribution centers continues, although Oracle has multiple customers

doing this successfully.

■

Oracle’s array of WMS offerings — Oracle EBS WMS, JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Advanced

WMS, Oracle Retail WMS and now Oracle WMS Cloud — can make it difficult for customers to

choose between a SaaS or on-premises solution for warehouse management. Oracle WMS

Cloud, an option for SaaS, does not have packaged integration to Oracle EBS, JD Edwards

■
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Reply

 Reply, (http://www.reply.eu/en/) headquartered in Turin, Italy, has revenue of over €1 billion. It

provides a wide array of IT services, with a primary focus on consulting, system integration and

digital services, and also offers warehouse management applications and services. Around 20%

of its WMS revenue comes from WMS software, about 60% of revenue comes from services,

and the remainder comes from maintenance and support. About 245 employees are focused on

WMSs, with about 16% of its WMS revenue dedicated to R&D.

Reply offers two WMS solutions: Click Reply, a web-based solution that can be deployed on-

premises or hosted in dedicated cloud; and Logistics Execution Architecture (LEA) Reply

(formerly SideUp Reply), a multitenant cloud WMS developed in a contemporary microservices

architecture. Reply reports 118 WMS customers for Click Reply and 64 for LEA Reply. Most of

Reply’s WMS customers are in Europe (78%), with the remainder in North America (10%), Asia

(2%) and Latin America (9%). It serves Europe, North America and Latin America directly with

Reply employees, while it uses indirect channels for the rest of the world. Reply offers its WMS

EnterpriseOne Advanced WMS or Oracle Retail, although packaged integration is on Oracle’s

roadmap. Customers should consider the WMS product within the customer’s Oracle

ERP/SCM suite if not selecting cloud.

Although LogFire was sold to non-Oracle suite customers, most new Oracle WMS Cloud

customers are broader Oracle customers.

■

Although Oracle continues to enhance WMS Cloud, it is not yet as functionally broad or deep

as WMS specialist Leaders in this Magic Quadrant at the time of this publication. Although

growing functionality is on Oracle’s roadmap with a minimum of three new releases expected

per year.

■

Oracle favors using system integration partners for implementations (80% of

implementations). Most of its current partners have strong technical competences, but depth

and breadth of warehouse expertise (such as design, layout, process best practice and

automation integration) could vary significantly by partner. Prospective Oracle WMS Cloud

customers must evaluate technical and warehouse process competencies, skills, expertise

and, most important, experience with warehousing processes and practices, WMS in general,

and Oracle Cloud WMS specifically.

■

Oracle will not provide access to the code to customize because it is multitenant cloud, but it

claims this can be addressed via its PaaS offering. Customers with unique requirements not

addressed by the base product should evaluate this in detail.

■

Manufacturing companies considering Oracle WMS Cloud to support production and

fulfillment must ensure process integration is addressed. The vendor does not yet have the

same level SCE/manufacturing convergence among Oracle WMS Cloud and other Oracle SCM

Cloud components that it had with EBS, for example. However, additional integration in

support of manufacturing specific business processes is part of the WMS Cloud roadmap.

■

http://www.reply.eu/en/
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across industries, but Click Reply is particularly strong in automotive, industrial, service, high

tech and 3PL, while LEA Reply is strongest in retail, e-commerce, and food and beverage. Of

particular note are Reply’s partial SCE convergence capabilities for the automotive market,

where it extends its WMS to support plant and supplier collaboration. Click Reply, the vendor’s

legacy WMS, is focused on multisite, complex warehouses with high numbers of users that

often use materials handling automation. Click Reply is most often used in Level 3 and Level 4

warehouse operations, and can scale to Level 5 operations.

LEA Reply is the vendor’s multitenant cloud offering built on its contemporary microservices

architecture. In addition to a WMS, it is a partial SCE platform where it provides capabilities

such as supplier collaboration, lightweight transportation, appointment scheduling and proof of

delivery, as well as new capabilities like drop ship and store logistics. LEA Reply generally caters

to less complex, warehouse-centric network environments and is most often used in Level 2 and

Level 3 warehouse operations. However, it can scale up to low Level 4 operations in certain

vertical industries like food and beverage, e-commerce and retail.

Strengths

LEA Reply is one of the first WMSs built on a contemporary microservices-based multitenant

cloud platform that enhances its ability to provide some customer-specific adaptability in a

multitenant cloud deployment.

■

Reply’s WMS business is part of a much larger, billion-euro global organization, with strong

consulting and system integration capabilities from around 7,600 employees, of which nearly

250 are dedicated to WMS consulting and R&D. As such, Reply’s solution delivery capabilities

and capacity are greater than comparably sized stand-alone WMS providers.

■

Although Click Reply has broad industry coverage, it also has strength in industries not

focused on by other vendors, such as automotive, industrial, service and high tech, with about

19% of its customers in these industries. LEA Reply is strongest in retail, e-commerce, and

food and beverage, with roughly 58% of its customers in this industry.

■

Click Reply is particularly strong in service parts logistics and automotive production

logistics, and has several notable customers in these areas. Reply’s solution for the

automotive industry provides a set of capabilities targeted at the automotive ecosystem (e.g.,

OEMs, Tier 1 suppliers and 3PLs). Reply extends the WMS to include production logistics to

support collaboration between plants and suppliers. It also addresses the need for just-in-

sequence and just-in-time triggering of events as well as line feeding.

■

Reply offers WMSs on-premises, hosted or in a multitenant cloud/SaaS. Although several

WMS vendors can host their on-premises applications as single-instance, dedicated cloud

solutions, Reply offers this with Click Reply and also offers true multitenant cloud with LEA

Reply.

■

Although Reply is primarily a consulting organization, it remains an innovator that prototypes,

commercializes and delivers new capabilities, such as wearables (e.g., smartglasses and

■
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Cautions

SAP

 SAP (http://www.sap.com/index.html) has more than 25 years of experience in warehousing

and a proven track record of staying current with technology changes. This research focuses

exclusively on SAP’s Extended Warehouse Management (SAP EWM). SAP does, however, still

support SAP Warehouse Management (SAP WM), its legacy WMS, which is seamlessly

integrated with and shares logic with SAP ERP Central Component (ECC). SAP has stated that

mainstream support for SAP WM will only be available until the end of 2025. This will force

existing SAP WM customers (5,000, according to Gartner estimates) to migrate, not upgrade, to

something new.

SAP EWM remains strongest in Europe. Gartner estimates that 43% of its customers are in

Europe, 30% are in North America, 18% are in Asia and 10% are in Latin America. SAP has more

augmented reality), drones, real-time locating, an embedded warehouse control system, drop

shipping and store logistics.

Reply remains primarily focused in Europe, with 78% of its customers and roughly 70% of its

employees in Europe, mostly Italy. However, it is expanding into other geographies (notably

North America and Latin America), which now represent about 20% of its business.

■

Reply offers two distinctly different WMS solutions with notable overlaps in functionality, but

with significant differences in technical architecture, adaptability, cloud deployment approach

and maturity. Its legacy WMS, Click Reply, has nearly double the customers of LEA Reply,

which is its emerging, go-forward product.

■

WMSs and packaged business applications are not Reply’s core business and represent only

about 3% of its revenue. Because of its primary business as a consulting and system

integration firm, prospective customers should expect to receive all services from Reply, and

there is no evidence of it expanding its ecosystem with consulting partners.

■

Reply has rebranded its SideUp Reply product to LEA Reply, building on its new technical

platform called LEA, which was an extended SCE suite. All SideUp functionality is now on the

LEA platform, so existing SideUp Reply customers will be advised to move to this new

platform. Existing customers of Click Reply can choose whether to move to this platform, but

once they choose to move, they must implement, not upgrade to, the new software.

■

The LEA platform offers some enhanced extended capabilities like drop ship and parcel

management, but Reply has not yet demonstrated a comprehensive SCE convergence

strategy beyond warehouse management. It does have some focused convergence

capabilities, especially in the areas of automotive production logistics, manufacturing

execution and co-managed inventory.

■

Reply has different cloud strategies and deployment models for its two WMS applications.■

http://www.sap.com/index.html
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total WMS customers than any other WMS provider. With Gartner estimates of 1,800 EWM

customers, it has one of the largest customer bases on a single WMS application. It has

diversified vertical industry coverage with customers in 24 industries. It has notable strengths in

retail, with more than 400 customers; automotive and spare parts, with more than 200

customers; and consumer goods, its strongest market, at almost 600 customers. SAP EWM is

most often used in Level 2 and Level 3 warehouse operations, but it can scale up to Level 5

operations. However, it is generally too complex and not appropriate for stand-alone Level 1

operations.

Strengths

Cautions

SAP EWM remains one of the fastest-growing WMSs in terms of net new customers. SAP

added approximately 200 new customers in the past year for a total of about 1,800 live EWM

customers.

■

SAP EWM is a reasonable shortlist candidate for many SAP ERP customers. Although EWM

does not deliver best-of-breed-level functionally for highly complex Level 4 warehouses, it

does offer good-enough functionality for a high percentage of SAP’s installed base of

customers.

■

SAP EWM includes a native WCS, Material Flow System (MFS), which allows EWM to directly

connect to programmable logic controllers used in automated warehouses.

■

SAP has a compelling platform strategy for addressing SCE convergence. SCM EWM offers

strong integration with both ECC and S/4HANA, as well as other components, such as

transportation management, trade compliance, quality, and environmental, health and safety.

■

SAP has a substantial global presence, as well as global go-to-market and deployment

capabilities. Currently, it has EWM customers in 55 countries. Furthermore, SAP has a large

and growing global ecosystem of implementation and consulting partners.

■

Customers are largely satisfied with their investment in EWM, and 90% of EWM customer

references said that, if they had to do it again, they would absolutely choose EWM.

Furthermore, although SAP EWM, on paper, is not as functionally broad or deep as leading

WMS offerings, this appears irrelevant to its customers. Eighty percent of SAP EWM

references said they are either satisfied or completely satisfied with the WMS product, and

90% of those said that EWM met their functional promises.

■

SAP EWM remains best-suited to companies fully committed to using SAP ERP as a platform

(e.g., ECC and S/4HANA). Fifty-five percent of references said they chose to use SAP EWM

because this WMS was from its ERP vendor and they preferred using it, and 27% said they felt

it necessary to migrate to their megasuite (ERP) vendor’s WMS. Non-SAP customers should

do detail assessments to determine if it is suited for stand-alone WMS implementations and

integrations with non-SAP ERP and other systems.

■
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Softeon

 Softeon (http://www.softeon.com/) is a small, privately owned SCE solution vendor in business

for around 20 years. Softeon qualified for inclusion in this Magic Quadrant based on revenue

and customer growth in 2018. It has a compelling value proposition that combines leading-edge

technology with rich WMS functionality, innovative new capabilities, an SCM convergence

platform and strong customer intimacy. It also has a rapid development environment that allows

it to add new capabilities at a faster pace than many of its larger competitors. Although

Softeon’s roots are in warehousing, it has a noteworthy SCE convergence vision and portfolio.

Capabilities include distributed order management, as well as some transportation, direct store

delivery and planning on a common technical platform. Softeon is one of the more innovative

and partner-oriented vendors in this market. This is evidenced by new capabilities it has recently

delivered, such as some embedded WES capabilities as well as native integration to, and

optimization of, technologies like voice, put walls and pick to cart.

The vendor is based in North America, and about 25% of its customers are international, with

roughly 10% of customers in Europe, 10% in Latin America and 5% in Asia. Softeon offers the

same software in three forms: on-premises, dedicated (single instance) cloud and multitenant

cloud. About 60% of its business remains on-premises and 40% is cloud. It has about 240

employees, with about 20% in R&D, and it sells directly in North America, with some direct sales

(but most indirect) in the rest of the world. Softeon has approximately 107 customers. Although

most of the vendor-provided references were complimentary, it has consistently provided fewer

references than most other vendors included in WMS Magic Quadrants. While its customer base

SAP had the lowest scores of all vendors in this research for ease and simplicity of setup and

use by untrained users. This means customers must invest in adequate staffing with

technical resources to address setup and training issues.

■

Customer references scored SAP lowest for usability (e.g., user interface/experience).■

Customer references gave SAP EWM considerably lower scores, compared to most of the

other vendors, for its maintenance and support costs, plus the costs for customers’ internal

resources needed to support EWM, which confirms SAP’s typically higher TCO.

■

SAP’s EWM cloud vision, strategy and deployment options remain complex and ambiguous

compared with many of its competitors. Customers considering cloud should clearly define

their goals and objectives before sitting down with the vendor, and then use this as a

framework to review all the various cloud options.

■

SAP EWM’s variety of UI offerings could each potentially have a place in the WMS

implementation: SAPConsole, Internet Transaction Server (ITS) Mobile and its newest

(although incomplete for EWM) UI platform, SAP Fiori. Fiori is the strategic direction for SAP,

but EWM use cases are focused on work centers. Because of this, choosing which UI to use

can be confusing. This demands that customers and their implementation partners conduct

the proper due diligence early in the implementation process.

■

http://www.softeon.com/
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is modest compared to the majority of other vendors in this report, some of these have very

large WMS implementations (Levels 4 and 5), and others, especially some of its cloud users, are

quite small (Level 2). Softeon is most often used in Level 3 and Level 4 warehouse operations,

but it can scale from high Level 2 to Level 5 operations.

Strengths

Cautions

Softeon offers a broad suite of SCE capabilities centered on its strength and depth in WMSs,

including core and extended WMS capabilities. On the same platform, it supports functional

areas like distributed order management, returns management, supply chain planning and

direct store delivery. While the vendor is particularly strong in 3PL, which represents about

one-third of its customers, it is growing in other industries like retail and consumer goods.

■

Softeon’s WMS is built on a strong and flexible SOA, which allows it to rapidly introduce new

capabilities. Although the product is not yet a true-zero-modification environment, the

company offers tools, such as a strong rule engine, that allow for user tailoring without

modification.

■

Customer references, although fewer companies than any other vendor provided for this

research, did score the quality of their people highly and better than most other vendors in

this Magic Quadrant.

■

While it lacks a true WCS, Softeon has some solid capabilities in materials handling

integration and exhibits some differentiated strengths with new capabilities it recently

delivered. These include some embedded WES capabilities as well as native integration to,

and optimization of, technologies like voice, put walls and robotic pick to cart.

■

Softeon is unique in that it is one of the first to employ technology, such as wizards, to help

standardize, accelerate and reduce the cost of implementations. Softeon uses these but also

provides these tools to consultants as well as customers to help them facilitate projects.

■

Softeon is one of the few WMS vendors to offer fixed-price implementations, and its service

hourly rates remain well-below average in the WMS market. Furthermore, customers continue

to be complimentary of the vendor and its services, particularly its structured solution

delivery methodology.

■

Softeon has a strong offering, but it has historically focused its investments more in product

and less in sales and marketing, which is reflected in its slow customer and revenue growth.

However, that has started to change. In the past year, Softeon significantly increased its

marketing budget and restructured its sales and marketing organization.

■

The vendor remains largely an Americas-centric organization, with 85% of its revenue in North

America and Latin America. It is modestly growing in Europe (10%) and Asia (5%), with some

global rollouts for its large global customers.

■
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Synergy Logistics

 Synergy Logistics, (http://www.snapfulfil.com/about-us) formed in 1972, is a U.K.-

headquartered software company focused on WMS. It has additional offices in the U.S. Synergy

Logistics did not meet the inclusion criteria for revenue with its $22 million in total revenue, but

it did exceed the requirements for growth (with 26% CAGR over the past three years). It also

exceeded the requirements for international presence with roughly half of its customers and

revenue outside its home geography. It has about 84 employees exclusively focused on WMSs,

with most in the U.K. and North America.

For its SnapFulfil offering, Synergy has a unique, turnkey-managed service business model. Its

staff performs the complete implementation for its customers, which includes the software,

radio frequency (RF) hardware, ongoing support, maintenance and updates, and implementation

costs. All are included in the subscription fees. The customer doesn’t pay anything until the

software goes live. Today, the average time across customers is eight business weeks. Synergy

Logistics wants the customer to get the system to deliver value as quickly as possible and is

committed to a no-capital-expenditure delivery. However, Synergy is now offering upfront capital

payment models for customers that prefer that option. This proves that transformation in a

business model, go-to-market strategy and delivery method can be potential sources of

untapped innovation. Synergy Logistics has invested in and is piloting its own entry-level

robotics solution for midmarket customers. It built SnapFulfil from the ground up using web-

native technologies and deployment methodologies. While it is a cloud WMS, it is dedicated

cloud and not multitenant SaaS. Synergy Logistics has also gone through and passed an FDA

audit, and developed a certified integration NetSuite partnership, which supports the needs of

many SMBs.

Synergy Logistics added 22 new customers during the past 12 months for a total of around 145

customers. Half of its customers are in Europe, with the majority of these in the U.K., 46% are in

North America, and 4% are in other territories. Its strength and differentiation are strongest in

the SMB market, with 79% of its customers SMBs. Sixty-five percent of its customers are in the

lower half of the SMB market (i.e., under $300 million in sales), and 21% are in the lower end of

the large enterprise market (i.e., greater than $1.25 billion in sales). The remainder of its

While customer references praised the vendor’s depth of functionality and adaptability, they

scored the ease and simplicity of setup and use by untrained users below most other

vendors. This suggests that a certain amount of complexity is inherent to provide the other

capabilities.

■

Customer intimacy continues to be praised by clients, and Softeon’s people are one of the top

two reasons client references selected this vendor. However, this level of intimacy is hard to

scale.

■

For its small size, Softeon’s SCE convergence strategy is compelling, and it has been pursuing

aggressive product expansion. However, this can and does stress the resources of a

company of Softeon’s size.

■

http://www.snapfulfil.com/about-us
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customers are in the upper half of the SMB space, but it is increasingly engaging with larger,

more complex warehouse operations. Its top three industries represent 72% of its business with

e-commerce (50%), 3PL (12%) and wholesale distribution (10%). Synergy says that 3PL is its

fastest-growing segment with 60% of its new prospects in this industry. SnapFulfil is most often

used in Level 2 and Level 3 warehouse operations. However, it can scale to modestly complex

Level 4 operations that don’t need broad extended WMS capabilities. Clients range from SMBs

to global organizations.

Strengths

Cautions

Synergy Logistics is the only WMS provider in this research with a no capital expenditure

(capex) offering. Customers receive a turnkey-managed service deployment model that

combines software, RF hardware, ongoing support, maintenance and updates, and

implementation services as part of a single subscription fee. Customers also don’t pay until

they go live.

■

SnapFulfil is built around a robust and flexible rule engine that allows high levels of noncode

adaptability to support customer and vertical-industry-specific requirements. This flexibility

helps enable the vendor’s rapid implementation methodology. Synergy Logistics does most

rule configurations for customers as part of the subscription, but it is beginning to allow

selective customers to directly use the rule engine.

■

Synergy Logistics offers a unique and scalable seasonal pricing strategy. It allows companies

to flex their number of users and associated costs based on seasonal demand variations.

■

Many vendors gravitate upmarket, pursuing large deals by targeting more sophisticated and

complex organizations, often adding complexity to their solutions. Synergy Logistics,

however, continues to invest in simplifying its offering, such as its addition of a video training

tool and the revamping of its UX with its move to HTML5.

■

Synergy Logistics’ no-capital-expenditure delivery model motivates it to get the system to

value realization as quickly as possible. Consequently, SnapFulfil implements rapidly with an

average time across customers of around eight business weeks.

■

Synergy Logistics’ average implementation time for minimally complex environments is an

industry leading 45 to 60 days, which serves the needs of SMBs. It can scale up to more

complex and sophisticated organizations. Implementation would take longer but still be quick

by WMS standards.

■

Synergy Logistics will continue to control configuration and rule changes, although it is

selectively opening its powerful rule engine to customers. This places a premium on

knowledgeable and experienced consulting and support resources, which could be taxed if

Synergy Logistics continues to grow rapidly, given its small number of employees (about 84).

■
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Tecsys

 Tecsys (http://www.tecsys.com/company/about/index.html) is a midsize, more than CDN$70

million vendor of warehouse management and companion SCE capabilities. It has been in

business for more than 35 years, and a significant proportion of the company is family owned. It

has a large number of clients, the majority of which are in North America. Tecsys met most of

the inclusion criteria for this Magic Quadrant but not the criterion for international revenue. It

qualified based on having a unique, compelling and differentiated market position, specifically in

healthcare with 51 (or 30%) of its customers and $26 million of its revenue in life sciences and

healthcare provider industries. The majority of Tecsys’ deployments remain on-premises,

purchased as software licenses, with only 13% cloud-based.

Over the past several years, the vendor has adapted and formalized its strategy to pursue more

strategic initiatives with larger and more complex customers. Tecsys now offers highly

differentiated solutions for healthcare and hospital integrated delivery networks (IDNs),

effectively expanding warehouse functionality into hospital settings. It also has a strong and

differentiated position in industrial and equipment dealers and service parts. It offers

specialized capabilities like walk-up point-of-sale capacities and a new “will call” capability

where contractors can place an order overnight for pickup early the next day. Additionally, it has

Synergy Logistics lacks an ecosystem of implementation partners, so customers remain

dependent on the company for consulting services.

■

SnapFulfil is not a multitenant SaaS WMS. It offers an on-demand, single-instance, per-

customer cloud delivery model. Gartner finds this delivery model to be preferable for some

customers that want the application heavily tailored to their needs. This aligns well with a

dedicated cloud delivery model, but it can impact a vendor’s ability to profitably scale its

business. Synergy Logistics is developing a new, remote-implementation process to address

this in part.

■

Synergy Logistics is strongest in SMBs, with nearly 80% of its customers in this space. While

it is looking to move upmarket, competition will increase. This could stretch its resources, as

large, more complex projects consume more resources. Its approach to implementation and

configuration will help mitigate this risk.

■

Synergy Logistics’ WMS has strong core WMS capabilities but lacks the overall breadth of

extended WMS capabilities of Leaders. The vendor has also not articulated an SCE

convergence vision or strategy, or an inclination to move in this direction.

■

While Synergy Logistics has better-than-average geographical revenue splits, its business is

primarily in the U.K. and North America (95%). Customers domiciled outside these

geographies should consider alternatives.

■

Although it lacks the breadth of WMS leaders, Synergy Logistics has enhanced some of its

extended WMS with enhancements to its yard and labor management as well as upgraded its

analytics by embedding Tableau.

■

http://www.tecsys.com/company/about/index.html
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strong capabilities for handling nontraditional inventory units of measure, such as for

dimensional products that are stored, fulfilled and sold in lengths such as wire, cable or pipe.

Tecsys has made two strategic acquisitions within the last 12 months. To enhance its order

management and omnichannel capabilities, it acquired 50-person Order Dynamics in November

2018. On 1 February 2019, Tecsys acquired 33-person PCSYS, a Danish technology company

that offered a variety of supply chain execution solutions to the Scandinavian marketplace. In

addition, the vendor has developed a strategic partnership with Workday initially focused on

collaborating in the healthcare market, but the relationship is not limited to this market. Where

the majority of Tecsys’ business remains on-premises, this is one area where 100% of the deals

are cloud.

Tecsys is a Canada-based company with offices in Canada and the U.S. About 29% of its

revenue is in Canada, and over 68% is in the U.S. The remainder of the revenue is split evenly

between Europe and Latin America. U.S. revenue continues to grow, especially in its

differentiated vertical industries, such as healthcare. The vendor also has a mix of SMB

customers and large customers, with 49% categorized as midsize-to-large organizations. Tecsys

has around 171 WMS customers. It is most often used in Level 3 and low Level 4 warehouse

operations, but it can handle Level 2 warehouse operations with some specialized Level 1

capabilities — notably in healthcare environments.

Strengths

Tecsys has a broad suite of SCE capabilities, including core WMS and extended WMS, as well

as many complementary capabilities. Its portfolio was enhanced with the Order Dynamics

acquisition that added DOM.

■

Tecsys dominates in healthcare where it offers differentiated capabilities, domain expertise

and customer experience. Tecsys has distinguished itself by adding specialized capabilities,

such as integrating WMS upstream into hospitals for automatic replenishment and support

for hospital pharmacies with the adaptation of warehouse processes for hospital

environments and workforces. These capabilities are enhanced by visual cues from its Visual

Logistics user interface. It is also pursuing a unique vision for omnichannel concepts applied

to pharmacy SCM.

■

In addition to healthcare, Tecsys has a strong vertical focus in industrial equipment dealers,

where it provides things like point-of-sale capabilities to handle customer walk-up orders. It

recently added “will call,” which is a variant on click and collect unique to parts dealers.

■

Tecsys does a commendable job of commercializing its innovations intrinsically across its

products, as well as specifically to its target vertical industries, especially healthcare. Like

several WMS vendors, it is piloting capabilities and use cases for artificial intelligence. Tecsys

has a unique supply chain convergence capability and vision.

■

Tecsys has a robust and flexible rule engine embedded in its WMS, and, unlike some vendors,

it allows customers direct access to this tool to adapt the behavior of the system without

■
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Cautions

Vinculum

 Vinculum, (https://www.vinculumgroup.com/) based in Noida, India (with seven offices in the

Middle East and Asia, and one in the U.S.), is a small provider of a suite of cloud-/SaaS-based

solutions targeted at e-commerce and B2B order management and fulfillment. It launched its

WMS offering Vin eRetail WMS around seven years ago, initially targeting warehousing and

order management for e-commerce retailers and brands. It later extended the offering and its

focus toward 3PLs that support e-commerce and B2B fulfillment and logistics.

Vinculum did not meet the qualification requirements for WMS revenue. Approximately 53% of

Vinculum’s revenue is attributed to its WMS business. However, it exceeded the criterion for

growth with customers (four-year CAGR of 32%) and WMS revenue (four-year CAGR of 31%).

The vendor is particularly strong outside the traditional WMS market strongholds of North

writing code.

Tecsys has a higher-than-normal revenue per employee ratio, making it financially solid and

profitable.

■

Almost all of the vendor’s professional services resources and capacity are based in North

America. However, its two recent acquisitions will slightly improve this by adding some

resources in Europe and the U.K. with Order Dynamics and in Scandinavia with PCSYS.

Furthermore, Tecsys continues to lack a robust ecosystem of partners to supplement its

consulting demand.

■

Compared with other vendors in this research, Tecsys has limited international customer

deployments, and sales and implementation resources. Users that are considering large,

complex global deployments should pay particular attention to the implementation strategy.

Companies domiciled outside North America should scrutinize the vendor’s ability to service

their business.

■

Tecsys’ total SCE revenue would place it seventh among WMS vendors, but it is growing

slower than most in terms of adding net new customers. It has rebranded its business and

enhanced its management team to address this, but it will take time for this to change.

■

Tecsys’ SCE convergence vision and strategy are compelling in healthcare, but its

convergence capabilities, in areas such as production or multimodal transportation, trail other

leading providers. It is, however, addressing the sales and fulfillment activities unique to parts

and accessories dealers. The addition of Order Dynamics for DOM further enhances its

omnichannel capabilities.

■

Additional time may be required for companies with extensive materials handling automation

or companies in complex manufacturing to fully understand the integration requirements and

challenges.

■

https://www.vinculumgroup.com/
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America and Western Europe. Vinculum has a strong presence in Asia with over 58% of its

customers in this region. It has a presence in Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa (MEA),

Asia, Western Europe and the U.S. through direct sales and channel partners but does not yet

have customers in Latin America. Vinculum has a unique position in the market, helping to

enable multichannel fulfillment across a network of 3PLs, consumer goods companies, retailers,

e-commerce companies, marketplaces and sellers. Vinculum works closely with partners for

cross-border fulfillment and bundles its products with its cross-border platforms. Vinculum has

recently formed a strategic partnership with a leading global 3PL for cross-border fulfillment in

the Middle East and Africa. The vendor’s WMS is best-suited to paper- or mobile-based manual

Levels 2 and 3 warehouse operations, and offers a store inventory capability that could support

Level 1 operations. Vinculum is beginning to expand its reach into Levels 4 and 5 warehouse

operations via partnerships with third-party task, labor and yard management solution providers

as well as some providers of autonomous mobile robots.

Strengths

Cautions

Vinculum has strong operations and customers in emerging markets. More than half of its

customers are in the Asia region, and 95% of its customers are outside North America and

Europe.

■

Vinculum is specifically focused and well-positioned in multichannel e-commerce order

management and fulfillment. Its cloud/SaaS solutions offer its customers a unique ability to

rapidly scale and connect with multiple marketplaces, some of which offer benefits to brands

using Vin eRetail WMS.

■

Vinculum’s offerings are well-suited to 3PLs that offer less complex and less sophisticated

(Level 2 and Level 3) warehouse capabilities to marketplaces and e-commerce companies

with relatively quick implementations. It has enhanced its UI in the last year to improve the

offering.

■

Vinculum is best-suited to emerging or small and midsize e-commerce and multichannel

retailers, or regional operations of larger organizations.

■

Vinculum has the least revenue among the vendors included in this year’s WMSs Magic

Quadrant, although its WMS revenue is growing.

■

Support and implementation resources and capabilities outside Asia, such as in Europe and

North America, are limited and could affect users in these regions.

■

The WMS is best-suited to manual Levels 1 and 2 and low Level 3 warehouse operations, and

offers fewer core and extended capabilities than other vendors, although its new partnership

with GreyOrange may expand some capabilities. Customers with more complex operations

should dig deeply into functionality before proceeding too far in an evaluation.

■
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Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and can adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a

result of these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A

vendor’s appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily

indicate that we have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in

the market and, therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

Generix met this year’s inclusion criteria.

Dropped

No vendors were dropped.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
This year’s WMSs Magic Quadrant continues to focus on holistic WMS suites and global

offerings.

To be included in the 2019 WMSs Magic Quadrant, a vendor must have a credible WMS product

that fundamentally supports core WMS capabilities and minimally supports some extended

capabilities. The vendor must also exhibit a vision for WMSs in at least moderately complex

warehouse environments. In addition to the other criteria, a vendor must demonstrate modest

global presence by generating at least 10% of its revenue outside of its home geography.

Furthermore, a vendor can qualify if it has a demonstrably differentiated and unique focus and

market position in a specific vertical industry. Vendors must meet the following criteria for

inclusion:

Vinculum’s WMS is principally aimed at multichannel retail and brands deploying e-

commerce, with over 90% of its customers either specifically in these industries or 3PLs

servicing these industries.

■

Significant WMS market presence; for the previous fiscal year, the vendor must have:■

Combined WMS license/subscription and services revenue of greater than $25 million for

the previous 12 months. Only license/subscription and services associated with the

vendor’s packaged WMS implementations are considered. Revenue from hardware and/or

ancillary consulting services are excluded.

■

Or: The vendor must have a three-year compound annual customer or revenue growth rate

of at least 20%. This is because customer and revenue growth are reliable indicators of

vendor momentum and sustainability.

■

And: The vendor must have at least 50 live customer references holistically using the

version of the WMS solution being evaluated.

■
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We have not included stand-alone, specialist component providers of yard management,

slotting, labor management, parcel manifesting, RF, voice, RFID or warehouse control systems

(see “Warehousing and Fulfillment Applications and Technologies Vendor Guide”). We also do

not include WMSs provided by materials handling and engineering firms, regardless of whether

they offer a packaged WMS application. Furthermore, we do not evaluate specialized WCSs that

are the middleware between the WMS business application and the materials handling

equipment. However, we do consider a WMS vendor if it offers a native warehouse control

system as part of its WMS offering. In addition, because they are not relevant as stand-alone

WMSs, we do not evaluate every ERP or suite vendor’s WMS capabilities, even though these

might address a particular customer’s WMS needs.

Because we strengthened the inclusion criteria for global revenue several years ago, some

vendors with strong WMSs, but whose businesses are principally in a single geography, did not

qualify for the WMSs Magic Quadrant. This in particular impacted a number of WMS vendors

based in Asia and Europe (see “Market Guide for European Warehouse Management Systems”).

And: The vendor must have sold at least 10 net new customers in the previous 12 months.■

And global presence: The vendor must receive greater than 10% of its WMS revenue

outside of its home geographical region (for example, North America, Europe, Asia or Latin

America).

■

Or significant enterprise software presence: The vendor must be an application megasuite

provider with greater than $1 billion in enterprise application software license revenue

(including non-WMS) in the previous fiscal year. This is because many end users are

interested in the WMS offerings of the major suite vendors. The WMS component must be

part of a suite that is active in the market and provides more than basic core WMS

capabilities. The vendor must have sold at least 25 new-named WMS customers in the past

12 months, as well as having at least 100 live WMS customers.

■

Or major SCM suite vendor: The vendor must be an SCM application suite provider with

greater than $150 million in combined SCM revenue in the previous 12 months. This is

because many customers with significant investments in SCM suites would like to evaluate

the integrated WMS capabilities of their suite providers. The vendor must have sold at least

25 new-named WMS customers in the past 12 months, as well as having at least 50 live WMS

customers.

■

Or a unique and compelling market position in a specific vertical industry: The vendor must

have a unique, compelling and differentiated market position in a specific vertical industry

where this differentiation is important to buyers. New customer win rates, vendors appearing

in Gartner client inquiries in these industries, explicit vendor focus in these industries, client

references and the vendor’s reputation in the industry are considered. The vendor must also

meet the revenue and number of customers criteria.

■
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Honorable Mentions

Several vendors with reasonably capable and, in some cases, strong WMSs did not qualify or

meet the research timelines for this Magic Quadrant. This does not mean that these solutions

might not be viable alternatives for some customers. To ensure that this research is

consumable and understandable by our clients, we limit participation in this Magic Quadrant to

vendors that demonstrate current strength in the market in several dimensions. These include

market momentum, geographical coverage, product breadth and depth, and (where appropriate)

compelling strength in a specific vertical industry.

There are several reasons a vendor might not have qualified. As stated in the qualification

criteria, a vendor might not have or not have communicated to Gartner that it has the sales

momentum, growth in revenue or international coverage necessary to qualify for this research.

These reasons alone should not prohibit users from considering these vendors. They may be

strong in a user’s geography or their offerings may fit the needs of a given company.

Furthermore, one of these vendors may have capabilities that make it more appealing than other

vendors in the Magic Quadrant — regardless of the characteristics that might have excluded it

from this research. For example, companies in France seeking a very strong presence in France,

as well as vendor maturity, might favor Hardis Group; a U.S.-based company seeking a strong

SaaS WMS focused on multichannel retail might favor Deposco; a U.S. company looking for the

simplicity a consumer-grade UX would provide might consider EVS; and a company in the

project logistics business might favor HAL. Other companies looking for a Europe-centric

vendor might find vendors like Consafe Logistics, Davanti, DataByte, Ehrhardt + Partner Group,

Mantis, inconso or SSI SCHAEFER strong contenders. For further details on the notable vendors

listed below, please see “Europe Context: ‘Magic Quadrant for Warehouse Management

Systems’” and “Midmarket Context: ‘Magic Quadrant for Warehouse Management Systems.’”

AFS Technologies■

Aptean■

Consafe Logistics■

DataByte■

Davanti■

Deposco■

Ehrhardt + Partner Group (EPG)■

EVS■

Hardis Group■

HAL■

inconso■
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Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

Customer service and operations continue to play a stronger role when evaluating the ability of

vendors to effectively serve their clients. Gartner finds that customers place high importance on

a vendor’s ability to provide the services and support necessary to effectively implement and

utilize the WMS. Service is a notable differentiator among various WMS providers, and it

contributes to implementation success and overall customer satisfaction, as well as impacting

upgrade cycles and TCO. Historically, WMS vendors provided the majority of implementation

services. However, certain, but not all, vendors have robust ecosystems of implementation

partners that can supplement or replace the vendor’s service capabilities. Furthermore, while

companies are buying WMS applications, they are also investing in a long-term relationship with

a vendor, which increases the importance of operations. Consequently, while the breadth and

depth of the WMS product remains important, customer service and operations have nearly an

equivalent impact on a vendor’s overall Ability to Execute:

Iptor Supply Chain Systems (formerly International Business Systems [IBS])■

Mantis■

SSI SCHAEFER■

Tradelink Electronic Commerce■

vTradEx■

Product or Service: Because of the intense transactional nature of warehousing systems,

Gartner places a high value on an offering’s product and service. WMS vendors’ product

breadth, depth and technology are highly rated components of their Ability to Execute. The

WMS market is mature and remains highly competitive, with core WMS capabilities

approaching parity across vendor offerings. However, notable differences remain in extended

WMS capabilities (see “Apply an Architectural Framework to Stratifying Warehouse

Management Systems”). We evaluate the WMS products across a range of criteria, including

technology and functionality. We consider the depth and flexibility of core capabilities such

as receiving, put-away, picking, shipping, replenishment, quality assurance and cycle

counting. We also consider the existing breadth of the application’s extended WMS

capabilities, such as value-added services and light manufacturing, labor management,

slotting, yard management, dock scheduling, automation interfaces, and resource/work

planning. Users with the most complex requirements and sophisticated operations are the

most interested in a vendor’s support for extended WMS capabilities, which remains a

differentiating factor across various WMSs. Less sophisticated or less complex users are

more focused on core WMS capabilities and often require less functional breadth. Thus, they

could be supported by a wide variety of solutions. Finally, because of the importance of

usability, adaptability and flexibility, we place importance on the technical architectures of

each WMS.

■
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Overall Viability: There is considerable disparity in vendor size, and its ability to deliver,

support and enhance solutions on an ongoing basis. Consequently, vendor and product

viability and risk remain important criteria. For this reason, Gartner places high importance on

the overall viability of the business and the WMS product. Although viability is important, it

should not overshadow product fit, vendor expertise, TCO, and service and support. Many of

the vendors are quite small. While there are some viability concerns given their size, all other

factors being equal, viability alone should not preclude users from considering these vendors.

■

Sales Execution/Pricing: Sales execution and pricing are modest, but growing, differentiators

in the WMS market, especially internationally in emerging geographies. Sales execution and

pricing, although important to a vendor’s performance, don’t represent the same indicators of

the Ability to Execute as they might in other markets. Therefore, this factor has been given a

medium weighting. License pricing in the WMS market is increasingly consistent across deals

depending on size but, to a large degree, arbitrary, based on the specific circumstances of an

individual initiative. Price uncertainty has been exacerbated with the growth in cloud-based

WMSs, where subscription-based pricing models dominate. Because this is a global

evaluation, the ability of a vendor to support global sales and go-to-market channels is also

increasingly important. We consider vendor capabilities for supporting multinationals

choosing global solutions as well as customers buying in select geographies.

■

Marketing Responsiveness/Record: The WMS market continues to evolve rapidly, and WMS

solutions must keep pace to remain relevant. This makes market responsiveness and track

record meaningful. We assess the historical and current performance of vendors to add to

and enhance their WMS solutions to keep up with the changing wants and needs of WMS

users. As such, we give market responsiveness a medium weighting.

■

Marketing Execution: While marketing promotion is important, we focus more on a vendor’s

product marketing. We look at the product management team, processes and product

roadmap to support ongoing innovation, track record of delivering on plans, and whether the

vendor can respond to market forces. As such, we give market execution a medium

weighting.

■

Customer Experience: A WMS vendor’s ability to use and exploit functionality to drive

business value and provide a suitable customer experience is a critical element of a

provider’s Ability to Execute. Customer references provide insight into the vendor’s abilities to

effectively serve its customers. We consider a vendor’s track record with complex and

sophisticated customers, but also its ability to effectively and efficiently service less

demanding customers that make up a large percentage of the overall WMS market. Also

important is client satisfaction with a vendor’s products as well as services, and how much

warehousing experience the vendor has and how it can employ this to help customers fully

exploit their WMS investments. Although client satisfaction is always important, we also

consider the nature of the relationship that vendors establish with clients, and whether these

are operational or strategic. The size and growth of a vendor’s client bases locally and

internationally are also very important because they demonstrate the vendor’s ability to

■
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Table 1: Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (May 2019)

Completeness of Vision

Vendors’ domain expertise, technology vision and vision for the WMS of the future rank highly.

We consider vendors’ knowledge and vision for warehousing and, more broadly, logistics

management both locally and internationally. We also consider a vendor’s vision for warehouse

process innovation, not simply process execution, which means demonstrating a compelling

vision for how warehousing, business and logistics trends will influence warehousing and

WMSs in the future. For example, as concepts like multichannel commerce have rapidly

emerged in retailing, some vendors have responded quickly to these needs, have established a

identify and satisfy the needs of customers around the world. Thus, we give customer

experience a high weighting.

Operations: Operational competence is a very important criterion. It considers a vendor’s

ability to meet its goals, obligations and commitments on an ongoing basis. There are

marked differences in capabilities across vendors, as confirmed by customer references.

Vendor support, maintenance, business and technical consulting, and field operations are

important parts of the WMS selection process. Factors include the quality of the

organizational structure, as well as skills, experience, programs, systems and other vehicles

that enable an organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing basis. As

projects become more complex, a vendor’s ability not only to sell and implement a solution,

but also to help customers fully exploit their WMS investments, are critical to long-term

success. Finally, a vendor’s management structure, experience, skill and expertise play a

significant role in a vendor’s ability to harmonize its vision, strategy, tactics and actions.

Therefore, we give operations a high weighting.

■

Product or Service High

Overall Viability High

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record Medium

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience High

Operations High

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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leadership position and are poised to exploit these concepts in other industries. While the

emergence of new deployment models like cloud and multitenant SaaS had previously

differentiated WMS vendors, the impact of deployment models has diminished as the majority

of WMS vendors now offer some form of cloud strategy. There remains a debate among

vendors whether multitenant SaaS is demonstrably better than dedicated cloud. Users tell

Gartner they see pros and cons to each, so they let their specific needs dictate which model is

best for their business.

A WMS is one important part of integrated logistics, or what Gartner refers to as SCE

convergence. Consequently, vendors are also evaluated on how well they understand this

emerging concept and what strategies they have to move in this direction. While having a WMS

vision is notable, a vendor’s vision for broader SCE convergence is critical to moving farther to

the right side of the Magic Quadrant, and this differentiates offerings. Because SCE

convergence is an emerging best practice, we also consider vendor strategies to support this

concept beyond basic data or transaction integration:

Market Understanding: Although the WMS market is mature, we foresee the need for

continued innovation in areas such as user experience, adaptability, decision support,

materials handling automation integration, and work planning and optimization. The dramatic

changes embodied in these market shifts will require considerable nimbleness and

competency as well as investment on the part of vendors. Therefore, in the Magic Quadrant,

we place strong emphasis on a vendor’s understanding of these market dynamics and its

product strategies to support these offerings. Exhibiting and articulating a vision for where

WMSs will be in the future, and exhibiting an innovative culture, remain distinguishing

characteristics among vendors. A demonstrated knowledge, proficiency and differentiated

vision of the current and future warehouse management marketplace are critical

considerations. Market understanding assesses the WMS vendor’s ability to understand WMS

buyers’ wants and needs, and to translate them into products and services. Vendors that

show the highest degree of vision listen to, anticipate and understand buyers’ wants and

needs, and can augment customer insight with their own WMS visions. Vendors that simply

respond to current market requirements without anticipating future requirements will likely be

unsuccessful over the long term. Consequently, we give market understanding a high

weighting.

■

Marketing Strategy and Sales Strategy: Until recently, marketing strategy and sales strategy

have had modest impacts on the WMS market, which had historically been dominated by

specialist vendors focused on warehousing and logistics. Today, marketing and sales

strategy are becoming more important, particularly as megasuite vendors become stronger

WMS providers. We consider vendor strategies for establishing their WMS brand, and how

they develop strategies and tactics for local and international expansion. Therefore, we give

marketing strategy and sales strategy each a medium weighting.

■

Offering (Product) Strategy: Offering (product) strategy is critical and has a high weighting. It

refers to a WMS provider’s approach to product marketing, research and development, and

solution delivery that emphasizes differentiation. We consider strategies for functionality,

■
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usability, technology, adaptability, delivery methodologies and feature sets as they map to

current and future WMS requirements, market trends and technology evolutions. In addition,

we consider vendors’ SCE convergence strategies for supporting end-to-end processes that

span functional areas, such as order management, warehouse management, transportation,

trade compliance, manufacturing and materials safety. A vendor’s understanding of these

market changes and its product strategies for successfully navigating these changes

significantly influence a vendor’s Completeness of Vision. All qualifying solutions in this

Magic Quadrant handle basic core WMS capabilities. However, another distinguishing

characteristic of vendors moving to the right in the Magic Quadrant will be the breadth of their

WMS — what Gartner refers to as an “extended” WMS. We place importance on the vendor’s

current and planned support for WMS “systems of innovation” capabilities like value-added

services and light manufacturing, labor management, slotting, yard management, dock

scheduling automation interfaces, resource/work planning, SCE convergence, and enhanced

user experience.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of a vendor’s underlying business propositions is a

key indicator of a vendor’s sustainability, and how its overall strategies and tactics might

affect its ongoing success in the WMS space. For example, one vendor might focus on

organic innovation, while another might concentrate on buying innovation through mergers

and acquisitions. While the former might have a longer gestation period, it has potential

product and technical advantages. The latter might allow a vendor to get to market faster but

cause longer-term product issues. Therefore, we give business model a medium weighting.

■

Vertical/Industry Strategy: Vertical/industry strategy is important, but not critical, so we give

it a medium weighting. However, vertical/industry strategies can sometimes be more

important in certain areas where the need of the specific industry is unique and requires

specialized capabilities in or around the WMS. For example, WMSs serving healthcare

provider networks need strong integration with patient care. We consider not only product

functionality but also how vendors address industry verticals from a product management

and go-to-market perspective.

■

Innovation: Innovation and thought leadership continue to play a strong role in this year’s

evaluations because innovation remains a critical differentiator. Vendors must demonstrate

the ability to continuously support innovation by staying close to the most creative solutions

or complicated problems in the market to drive pioneering functionality. WMS innovation is

critically important even though core warehousing common practices have been well-

established for decades. Greater efficiencies and responsiveness in logistics and supply

chain are competitive differentiators in many industries. Leading vendors continue to

enhance core WMSs with more investment in an extended WMS, where a greater emphasis is

placed on improving warehouse performance through decision support, analytics and

optimization. We also evaluate how a vendor is innovating with respect to SCE convergence.

We particularly consider the expanded role of integration and process orchestration with yard,

dock, TMS and mobile assets, as well as vendor extensions into other SCE or supply chain

planning functional areas. Innovation is not exclusive to product functionality, and go-to-

■
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Table 2: Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (May 2019)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Leaders combine the uppermost characteristics of vision and thought leadership with a strong

consistent Ability to Execute. Leaders in the WMS market are present in a high percentage of

new WMS deals, and they win a significant number of them. They have robust core WMSs and

offer reasonable — although not necessarily leading-edge — capabilities in extended WMS

market and delivery originality are also notable sources of solution differentiation. Leaders

and Visionaries will be the vendors on the forefront of change, while the majority of vendors

will lag in adoption, often for years. Consequently, we give innovation a high weighting.

Geographic Strategy: This research is focused on the global WMS marketplace; thus, we give

geographic strategy a high weighting. Geographic strategy looks at technology providers’

strategies for directing resources, skills and offerings to meet the specific needs of global

logistics in terms of a multigeography WMS (including multilanguage and multicurrency). We

also assess vendors’ abilities to support global warehousing requirements beyond core WMS

functionality, as well as how the vendor plans to address the varying needs of WMS users

around the world. Geographic strategy is also increasingly important for maintaining a strong

presence throughout the global market, especially since market growth is expected to be

greater in emerging international markets over the next decade. Several vendors did not

qualify for this research because they lacked the necessary global presence, but many of

these remain strong offerings in their respective regions.

■

Market Understanding High

Marketing Strategy Medium

Sales Strategy Medium

Offering (Product) Strategy High

Business Model Medium

Vertical/Industry Strategy Medium

Innovation High

Geographic Strategy High

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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areas, such as labor management, work planning and optimization, slotting, returns

management, yard management and dock scheduling, and value-added services. To be a

Leader, a vendor doesn’t necessarily need to have the absolute broadest or deepest WMS

application. Its offerings must meet most mainstream warehousing requirements in complex

warehouses without significant modifications, and a substantial number of high-quality

implementations must be available to validate this. Leaders must anticipate where customer

demands, markets and technology are moving, and must have strategies to support these

emerging requirements ahead of actual customer demand. Leading vendors should have

coherent strategies to support SCE convergence, and must invest in and have processes to

exploit innovation. Leaders also have robust market momentum, market penetration and market

awareness as well as strong client satisfaction — in the vendor’s local markets as well as

internationally. Because Leaders are often well-established in leading-edge and complex user

environments, they benefit from a user community that helps them remain in the forefront of

emerging needs.

Key Characteristics:

Challengers

The critical characteristic of Challengers is that they have capable, proven and mature products,

with numerous live customers, and an overall solid and well-recognized position in the

marketplace. They also have consistent track records of successful implementations.

Challengers’ offerings often run some very large and complex warehousing facilities. These

solutions are in use by a large number of individual enterprises supporting multiple warehouse

operations locally and worldwide. While vendors in this quadrant provide solid and established

WMS solutions, there is generally one or more insufficiencies in offerings or go-to-market

strategies when compared with Leaders. These solutions are preferred by buyers that favor

Reasonably broad and deep WMS offerings■

Proven success in moderate- to high-complexity warehouse environments■

Participation in a high percentage of new deals■

Large customer installed base■

A strong and consistent track record■

Consistent performance, and vigorous new client growth and retention■

Enduring visibility in the marketplace from both sales and marketing perspectives■

Compelling SCE convergence strategy and capabilities■

A proven ecosystem of partners■

Global scale■
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Ability to Execute over Completeness of Vision. Vendors can have practical visions for these

solutions, and, more generally, SCE, but delivery against vision and thought leadership is

typically not on par with solutions in the Leaders quadrant.

Key Characteristics:

Visionaries

To be a Visionary, a vendor must have a coherent, compelling and innovative strategy that seeks

to deliver a differentiated, robust and vibrant offering to the market. Visionaries are often

thought leaders in one or more WMS solution dimensions (for example, functionality, services,

vertical industry, or go-to-market or deployment strategies), and they tend to be on the leading

edge of some emerging concepts. However, these offerings have some deficiencies in their

Ability to Execute in areas such as viability, growth, global scale or operations. At a minimum,

solutions in the Visionaries quadrant fall into one of two broad categories. They can be

established WMS offerings that have yet to mature into leading positions in the market, or they

can be innovative specialist vendors with unique and potentially disruptive views of where the

market is going. These vendors can exhibit innovation in some areas, but lack it in other areas.

Key Characteristics:

A capable, proven and mature WMS, with numerous live customers■

A consistent track record of successful implementations■

Often run some large and complex warehousing facilities■

Offerings are not as broad or deep as WMS Leaders■

Lacking or trailing in having a compelling SCE convergence strategy and capabilities■

Generally lacking the overall thought leadership, innovation or compelling visions of next-

generation WMSs

■

A coherent, compelling and innovative strategy that seeks to deliver a robust and vibrant

offering to the market

■

A thought leader in one or more WMS solution dimensions that tend to be on the leading edge

of emerging concepts

■

A yet undemonstrated ability to handle a broad range of complex user requirements■

Execution gaps (e.g., viability, growth, global scale or operations)■

Lacking or trailing in having a compelling SCE convergence strategy and capabilities■

Differentiated innovation in WMS products, services, vertical, or go-to-market or deployment

strategies

■
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Niche Players

Although there might be an assumption that vendors in the other quadrants are better choices

for new WMS buyers, in certain circumstances, Niche Players are just as good or better choices

for prospective users. This is because they might focus on a geographic or vertical component

of the market that is meaningful to particular users. However, this focus alone is not a

compelling-enough differentiator for a vendor to ascend to a leadership position. It would also

have to perform well in other dimensions. Although some vendors in the Niche Players quadrant

have solid WMS solutions for a specific industry or geography, they are not as broad as the

WMS solutions in other quadrants. They likely won’t evolve enough to comprehensively support

SCE convergence.

Key Characteristics:

Context
Gartner continues to find that WMS buyers place particular emphasis on WMS product breadth

and depth, vendor expertise, and customer service and support. Vendor and product viability, as

well as TCO and time to value, have become increasingly important criteria, nearly approaching

the importance of functionality. As the market has approached parity, implementation tools and

methodologies, and integration with other applications have become more important

considerations in customer evaluations, which is a driving force behind the ascendancy of

megasuite vendor WMSs. While cloud as a deployment option is gaining momentum with 40%

to 50% of new customers choosing cloud, it has not yet become a dominant evaluation criterion.

However, in low to moderately complex warehouses, subscription pricing models for

cloud/SaaS WMSs reduce short-term costs, which is fueling increased interest in this market.

Customers are now focusing more attention on the value-adding capabilities that surround core

WMS capabilities, seeking to drive increased efficiency and productivity due to labor shortages

and rising costs. Examples include workforce management, task interleaving, slotting, yard

management, dock scheduling and performance management. These have now become

common requirements in all but the most simplistic WMS deals. Adaptability is now a notable

consideration, yet we still find buyers placing less emphasis on technical architecture in their

evaluations than this desire for flexibility might suggest. Finally as companies have expanded

their numbers of distribution points and have evolved to more distributed networks, companies

Might focus primarily on a geography or vertical market■

Not a generally differentiated offering, although may have some unique capabilities■

Not yet well-established and visible in the market■

Not a broad or deep WMS■

Market momentum, and product or company viability may be in question■

Lacking in SCE convergence■
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are now often supporting diverse operations. Companies have warehouse operations that span

from very simple Level 1 warehouses to highly complex Level 5 and everything in between.

While functional depth and breadth is important for the complex operations, simplicity and ease

of use are much more compelling needs for Levels 1 and 2 operations.

WMS Vendor Landscape

Vendor and product evaluations and rankings for this year’s WMSs Magic Quadrant have not

changed dramatically from 2018, and inclusion criteria have minimally changed. Requirements

for international sales and revenue again impacted certain regional WMS vendors that have

good offerings but lacked the appropriate level of international revenue to qualify. Gartner

started the process for this research considering nearly 50 WMS providers, but only the 14

vendors highlighted here provided the evidence that they met the documented inclusion criteria.

The WMS is a long-tail market with six vendors dominating in terms of number of customers

and WMS revenue, yet there are many other WMS vendors with viable offerings.

Several Factors Continue to Influence the Global WMS Market

The WMS market historically has been dominated by independent, specialist WMS vendors,

especially for more complex and sophisticated warehouse environments. While high-end users

will continue to gravitate toward ISV offerings, like those from JDA and Manhattan Associates,

there are several companies whose needs can be satisfied with less-leading-edge WMSs. This

creates new market opportunities for other WMS providers.

In terms of market size, customer growth and total revenue, six vendors dominate the WMS

market — Infor, Körber Logistics Systems-HighJump, JDA, Manhattan Associates, Oracle and

SAP. However, a key point to note is that, for most of these vendors, the customers and

associated WMS revenue are spread across multiple independent WMS products such that no

single WMS product has a dominant market share.

Specialist WMS vendors continue to dominate the most sophisticated and complex warehouse

environments due to the breadth and depth of their current applications, their thought

leadership, and their position as the vendors that others look to emulate. They have moved

beyond basic WMSs, expanding their portfolios vertically and horizontally. In this Magic

Quadrant, Manhattan Associates and JDA remain in the Leaders quadrant largely due to their

experience serving these large, complex users with functionally broad and deep WMSs. These

vendors tend to differentiate themselves most when extended WMS capabilities are a greater

aspect of the functional evaluation because their systems are broader and deeper in these

areas. These solutions have been implemented in some of the most complex warehouse

environments. Moreover, the vendors have extensive experience in SCE, as well as compelling

visions for how WMSs and, more broadly, SCE will evolve over the next five years.

Megasuite vendor WMSs (i.e., Infor, Oracle and SAP) continue to evolve, with vendors adding

depth to their core WMS capabilities as well as some extended WMS capabilities. Although

these solutions have yet to match the overall depth and breadth of Manhattan Associates and

JDA, they have become viable alternatives for existing customers of the megasuite vendor
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looking for good-enough WMS ISV capabilities. Oracle and SAP remain in the Leaders quadrant

this year due to several factors. These include the strength of their market growth, ability to

serve global customers, innovation in areas surrounding WMSs, compelling SCE convergence

strategies and overall market acceptance. These megasuite vendors have momentum

internationally because they are organizationally well-positioned globally. Furthermore, the

majority of companies in emerging geographies lack the process maturity or WMS

sophistication to necessitate adoption of the most functionally robust solutions, making the

WMS of their suite provider acceptable. This does not mean that other vendors don’t have

advantages worth consideration by prospective customers. For example, customer intimacy,

time to value, geographical scope or vertical industry expertise could all favor other vendors in

certain circumstances.

The Visionaries quadrant is populated with vendors solidifying their positions as thought

leaders while maintaining their Ability to Execute. They exhibit one or more of the following

characteristics — innovative and differentiated solutions, a compelling and unique positon in a

specific vertical market, or distinctive go-to-market strategies. Vendors in this quadrant, while

innovative and offering intriguing solutions, have yet to solidify their long-term viability and

global market positions. Softeon, although small, is an innovator, leveraging a strong SOA

platform to challenge the traditional WMS vendors. It is extending WMS concepts into very

unique markets, such as digital product logistics. Tecsys continues to exploit its expertise in

healthcare, government and other industry-specific warehouse environments.

Several vendors are positioned in the Niche quadrant. Niche Players’ solutions are often

functionally sufficient or, in some cases, excellent choices for many companies. However, these

offerings might lack the global scale, WMS depth or breadth, number of clients, customer

references, or business viability of the leading vendors in the market.

Vendors in the Challengers quadrant are mature, functionally solid and proven, with strong track

records of customer adoption and successful deployments. Their solutions can scale to support

Level 3 or higher warehouse operations, and they have strong core WMS capabilities and some

extended WMS capabilities. Although offerings in the Challengers quadrant are normally

functionally robust, the vendor or specific solution is not at the forefront of innovation. The

vendor is not typically a WMS market or thought leader, or the early provider of innovation

leadership. Vendors might have one (or more than one) strong product, but their overall market

position has not yet advanced far enough to move into the Leaders quadrant.

Market Overview
The core WMS market is mature, dating back 40 years to when commercially packaged WMSs

first emerged. From its inception, core WMS functionality has remained fundamentally the

same. However, there have been and continue to be improvements in the depth, number of

options and flexibility of these capabilities, and notable differences remain in core

competencies.
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WMS innovation hasn’t stopped, however. Leading WMS vendors continue to enhance and

extend core capabilities, as well as expand the breadth of their application footprints. They now

provide more value-added capabilities surrounding the core WMS or extended WMS (see

“Consider These Critical Issues When Evaluating Warehouse Management Systems”).

Furthermore, the recent focus has been on enhancing the technical architectures. Some vendors

have upgraded to model-driven architectures that enable more user adaptability of the WMS

during and after implementation. Additionally, cloud and SaaS delivery models have recently

become more viable deployment options.

Evidence
Gartner used multiple data sources to help analyze and assess each vendor in this Magic

Quadrant. Data sources included:

To supplement and validate these data sources, Gartner used feedback from the approximately

800 WMS-related client interactions and inquiries received over the last year.

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This

includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether

offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition

and detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health,

the financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual

business unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will

advance the state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure

that supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support,

Detailed vendor surveys covering current operations, solution sets, strategic directions,

technology vision, and market and industry focus.

■

A standard WMS RFI, which included over 300 detailed questions. Each vendor’s response

was assessed based on Gartner’s view of its importance.

■

A detailed survey of vendors’ reference customers. Around 340 end-user companies

completed a standard online survey. It was used to help assess, for each vendor’s installed

base, the levels of WMS maturity, current and future engagement, deployment mode,

functional use, and overall satisfaction with the specific solutions implemented.

■

Detailed information on key WMS areas gathered from vendors during briefings with Gartner

analysts, which also included demonstrations of vendors’ solutions.

■
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and the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve

competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and

market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver

the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase

awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and

organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of

publicity, promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be

successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive

technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support

programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so

on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include

the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and

other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing

basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to

translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision

listen to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their

added vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated

throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer

programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and

indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth

of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.

Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that

emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current

and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to

meet the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.
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Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or

capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the

specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through

partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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